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ABSTRACT

Since welding is bound to be indispensable for construction of large-scale structures

and long-term repairs in space environment, a need for advancement of metals joining process

technology is inevitable. However, there exists a tremendous gap between what we must

know to successfully achieve activities needed in the future and what we are likely to achieve in

the near future. Research on welding which is to take place in space environment is still at its

infancy; not many experiments have yet been conducted. Further studies and experiments,

along with more experiences, are the key to advancement in the field, but the financial

restriction requires efficient research and development processes. Under such circumstances, a

computer-aided system is desirable which: 1) Compiles presently available knowledge of

effective metals joining processes and 2) determines future research directions.

A knowledge-base ha been created based on most of the currently available information

about welding in space and used as a part of the system. The system uses Neuron Data

NEXPERT 2.0 as an expert shell, HyperCard 2.0 as a user interface, and Microsoft Excel 4.0

as a numerical database. This system is designed to be expanded to include new knowledge in

the future. Two example studies were successfully performed using the system.

Thesis Supervisor: Professor Koichi Masubuchi

Title: Kawasaki Professor of Engineering
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Chapter 1: Thesis Overview

Introduction

Mankind is about to extend its fabrication technology into space. The

United States, in cooperation with Canada, the European Community, and

Japan, plans to build the space station, Freedom, aimed to be completed in a few

years, but it is required to be redesigned due to the recent budget cut for space

research. The US has decided not to use metals joining processes for on-orbit

construction of the space station. However, metals joining processes may be

used for maintenance and repair of some parts of the space station. There are

several other large projects such as a Moon base project and a solar energy

transmission project. In the near future, however, metals joining technology is

likely to become indispensable for fabrication of such larger space structures.

Although mechanical joining process may be convenient for construction

purposes, only welding can repair these space structures. With new possibilities

and plans arising constantly, it is important to initiate fundamental research on

space welding.

Motivation

The research group of the Welding Systems Laboratory at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology has been actively exploring into the field of space

welding for the last several years. As a part of this research, currently available

metals joining processes are being analyzed for their applicability to the outer-



space environment. After the cold war, more number of the publications about

welding in space became available from the former Soviet Union. Duplication

of researches must be avoided and the world wide limited budget and resource of

man-power for space development should be optimized by collaborating and

exchanging the knowledge one another. Therefore, all available information

must be collected and integrated systematically.

Integrating the results generated from our experiments and already

confirmed welding knowledge in the world, we are presently building a

computer-aided system, which determines the realistic overview of currently

available welding technology, and thus directs us to clarify the needs for future

technology development for space construction.

Objectives

There are three major objectives to develop a Computer-Aided System as

follows:

1. To integrate currently available knowledge on metals joining processes in

space.

2. To determine the most promising areas of research in space welding processes.

3. To identify realizable welding processes in space, despite the limited

availability of information.



Outline of Thesis

Chapter 2 shows an overview of space exploration programs, which have

been mainly conducted by the United States of America and the former Soviet

Union. Chapter 3 introduces welding that will be one of the most important

fabrication technologies in outer space. Several special aspects including mission

requirements, space environment, human factors, and management are

examined in Chapter 4. Through special considerations stated above, three

possible joining processes are suggested and examined in Chapter 5. Chapter 6, 7,

and 8 describe a currently developed Computer-Aided System and example

studies using this system.

This system is an essential part of "Guide Book for Space Welding" which

is being developed by Professor Koichi Masubuchi and the researchers in the

Welding Systems Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.



Chapter 2: Background

This chapter presents a history of space researches mainly conducted by the

US and the former Soviet Union. Then, current space programs including a

space station program under discussion are introduced. Finally, a history of

welding in space is explained briefly.

2.1 History of Space Research

Since the historical success of the former Soviet Sputnik in 1957, the US

has been competing with the former USSR in the field of research, development,

and exploration for outer space. Stimulated by the success, American President

Eisenhower signed the National Aeronautics and Space Act in 1958 and

established the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

NASA has been successful in launching several satellites both for research

purposes such as planetary exploration and commercial use such as long distance

communication. The next important step by NASA was the Apollo program

with the objective of the first landing on the Moon surface by the human race.

After this peak incidence, which used significant cost and man power, NASA

was forced to change its attitude to a more conservative one in cost and therefore

more profitable for human beings. Extending the knowledge and utilities used

in the Apollo program, NASA demonstrated the long-time human flight in the

Earth orbit and conducted a lot of research operations including observations

with a solar telescope and material processings in the Skylab program.

The former Soviet Union launched a space station, Mir ("peace") from

Tyuratam cosmodrome on February 20, 1986. It was placed in a 340 kilometer



high orbit with an inclination of 51.6 degrees. Its initial weight was about 20

tons. Mir was designed to expand its capability to add modules. There were

modules added later: 1) an astrophysics module, 2) a technology research and

airlock module, and 3) a materials processing and shuttle docking module. A

great deal of research including welding experiments have been conducted on

this station and some of the data have been disclosed after the cold war.

In 1971 NASA started to develop a new reusable spacecraft called space

shuttles which were designed to carry heavier and larger payloads with lower

cost, therefore making future space programs feasible and reasonable. Although

shuttles were developed successfully, the American government began to reduce

funding to space programs due to the overcost of developing shuttles and public

criticism through the Reagan and Bush period. There were also indirect reasons

such as the end of the cold war and American financial and trade deficits.

NASA also made plans to construct a space station in cooperation with the

European Space Agency (ESA), Canada, and Japan. It is the most important

project toward future space activities, because it is going to be the next step to

enable the sustaining of human activity in space and make possible the

accomplishment of research necessary for future space projects.

On July 20, 1989, the 20th anniversary of the first manned landing on the

Moon, President Bush made a speech to show the long term goal for the US

space program: "...for the coming decade-for the 1990's, Space Station Freedom ,

our critical next step in all our future endeavors. And for the next century, back

to the Moon. Back to the future. And this time, back to stay. And then, a

journey into tomorrow, a journey to another planet, a manned mission to

Mars." This made our future missions clear.



However, with recent changes in the political party, NASA is under

severe pressure to cut its budget and has been asked to redesign the space station

smaller in size and with less cost.



2.2 Current Space Programs

2.2.1 Space Station Program

NASA produced a Space Station Task Force in 1982 to construct a

permanently manned station in low Earth orbit (LEO). President Ronald

Reagan committed the nation to develop it in his speech on January 5, 1984.

Canada, the European Space Agency, and Japan joined this project as partners

later and this station was named the International Space Station "Freedom".

This station is necessary to continue further space programs, since the data

about a life support system for human beings and technologies of

construction and maintenance will be used.

According to "Space Station Freedom Media Handbook" (by NASA

public Affairs Office, May 1992), the program objectives are as follows:

1. Establish a permanently manned, multipurpose facility in LEO in the

1990's:

2. Enhance and evolve mankind's ability to live and work safely in space;

3. Simulate technologies of national importance by using them to provide

Space Station Freedom capabilities;

4. Provide long-term, cost-effective operation and utilization of continually

improving facilities for scientific, technological, commercial, and

operational activities enhanced by the presence of man in space;

5. Promote substantial international cooperation in space;



6. Create and expand opportunities for private-sector activity in space;

7. Provide for the evolution of Space Station Freedom to meet future needs

and challenges;

8. Foster public knowledge and understanding of the role of habitable space

system capabilities in the evolution of human experience outside Earth's

atmosphere.

Recent budget cuts required NASA to redesign Space Station Freedom

which would be achieved with two conditions: 1) constructed with less cost

and 2) partially used even before fully constructed. The NASA redesign team

showed three options. In early 1993, Vice President Albert Gore appointed the

Advisory Committee on the Redesign of the Space Station headed by MIT

President Charles M. Vest. They began intensive deliberations on April 22,

1993 and delivered a report to the White House on June 10, 1993. According

to the Advisory Committee Final Report, space station costs, including

inflation, to develop the various options fully to permanent human

capability in the year 2000 or 2001, and to operate the station there after for 10

to 15 years, were calculated:

Option A. Permanent Human Capability (PHC) in October, 2000-$16.5 billion

for development. Subsequent operating cost: $1.4 billion a year.

Option B. PHC in December, 2001-$19.3 billion for development. Subsequent

operating cost: $1.5 billion a year.



Option C. PHC in January, 2001-$15.1 billion for development. Subsequent

operating cost: $1.0 billion a year.

Space Station Freedom. PHC in March, 2001-$25.1 billion for development.

Subsequent operating cost: $2.4 billion a year.

Two options (Option A and Option C) out of four plans above were

recommended by the panel.

Option A is 281 feet long, 75 feet shorter than the proposed Space Station

Freedom (SSF). Its solar panels are 248 feet wide. Its construction would

require 16 Shuttle flights and at least 224 hours of extra-vehicular activity

(EVA) by astronauts: "the associated risk to successful completion and to

flight crew safety are substantial." It would accommodate the Japanese and

European Space Agencies modules, and part of the Canadian structure.

Option C, a new design, "is the lowest risk option." It features a 92 by 22

foot, seven story cylindrical core module attached to solar panels. It can be

built on the ground and launched by a single Shuttle-derived launch

vehicle. It could be permanently manned and operational after 3 to 5

Shuttle flights, and 12 hours of EVA. The international partners

including Canada, European Space Agency, Italy and Japan object that "the

US core module already provides more payload volume than the current

SSF baseline, thus putting in question the real need for the additional

payload volume provided by the international Partner modules."



The report concluded, "Option A has an advantage in capability and lends

itself to modular built-up." Option B, which is the highest risk as well as

the highest estimated cost. "Option C is the lowest risk and potentially

lower in cost."

Option A is shown in Figure 2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1. Space Station Option A

(Source: Advisory Committee Final Report and MIT TECH TALK)

On June 17, 1993 President Clinton approved a revised version of the

space station (Option A). However, the space station projects are still under

pressure by many people who doubt the merits from the project. Although

the most widely discussed option for reducing NASA spending is to cancel

the space station, the future space programs will be entirely different from the



current plan, because all manned programs will be based on the data derived

from the space station program.

It is also considered to retrieve American old technologies such as

Saturn V which can carry payload with less cost and to use the former Soviet

technologies which are often more advanced than NASA's in order to reduce

total cost for the construction of the Space Station Freedom.

The current plan does not require welding technique to construct the

Space Station Freedom. However, welding processes will be necessary to

maintain or repair broken parts for long-time use.

2.2.2 Other Space Programs

2.2.2.1 Solar Energy Transmission Program

There have been two primary dreams of the people who support

space programs. They are space colonies and solar energy facilities. The

former is to the next critical step from the Space Station Freedom, but the

latter is still in research level. Solar power is generated with current

technologies such as solar panels. However, the transmission of the

generated power is now being studied. Some experiments have been

conducted in Japan recently. The European Space Agency and NASA

have interest in this technology, too. There is possibility to form a new

consortium for this research by the three above.



2.2.2.2 Space Exploration Programs

President George Bush showed visionary commitment of future

space programs on July 20, 1989, the 20th anniversary of the first manned

landing on the Moon. There are three major programs ahead which are: a

space station program, a Lunar base program and a Martian exploration

program.

Lunar bases will be unmanned first and collect more information to make

manned bases in the future. In order to produce larger structures

including space colonies and solar power generators, many materials

which are not only structural but also important to sustain human's life

will be necessary. Table 2.2.1 shows such materials that might be obtained

on a Lunar base. Iron, Aluminum and Magnesium are used as structural

materials and Oxygen is important to sustain human's life. Glasses are

made from Silicon. If most materials are obtained from Moon, it makes

future constructions substantially less expensive , because Moon has 1/6

gravity of that of Earth, which makes material carrying cost lower.

Element Symbol Percent by weight

Oxygen 0 42.26

Silicon Si 19.68

Iron Fe 11.92

Calcium Ca 8.53

Aluminum Al 7.20



Magnesium Mg 4.68

Titanium Ti 4.65

Sodium Na 0.35

Manganese Mn 0.15

Chromium Cr 0.10

Total 99.52

Table 2.2.1. Lunar Mare Constituents

(Source: Apollo mare soil samples)

The US made eight missions to Mars up to and including two

failures and two flybys. There were two orbiters (one failed) and two

landers. The former Soviet Union also conducted sixteen Mars missions

through the end of 1973 and two more in the late 1980's. There were three

successful orbiters and three landers (two failed).

The US currently plans a Mars Observer project, mini-lander

projects, sample-return projects, and future manned Mars missions.

Recent news reported that the Mars Observer, which cost 80 million

dollars, was lost on the way to Mars on August 24, 1993 and hardly

recovered. In addition to the US, there are two major countries which are

preparing Mars projects. The Japanese are developing an orbiter to be

launched in 1999 on the new H2 booster. The Commonwealth of

Independent States (CIS) has a plan for a few Mars projects including a

1994 mission that consists of an orbiter, two small landers and two surface



penetrators and a 1996 mission that consists of an orbiter, an instrumented

balloon, and a small rover. However, both missions are threatened by

funding shortfalls in Russia.



2.3 History of Welding in Space

The former USSR conducted the first experimental welding in space in

1969. The equipment used in this experiment that we called "Vulcan" was fully

automated electron beam welding. It showed the stability and adequacy to

conduct electron beam melting, welding, and cutting in space environment.

Only three material processing experiments were conducted in 1973 by the US in

the flying laboratory, Skylab. They were a metals melting experiment, a brazing

experiment, and a sphere forming experiment. On the other hand, the former

Soviet Union had the advantage of making quite a few experiments using flying

laboratories and thermal vacuum chambers between 1970 and 1974 and orbital

manned space stations, Salyut from late 1970's to early 1980's and Mir in late

1980's. In 1979 coating deposition processes on different material substrates were

studied. In 1984 the first manual welding in outer space was conducted by a

Soviet female astronaut. There were several experiments including material

coating, alloy brazing, and welding of metals reported to be done from 1985 to

1990.

The Soviets decided to use electron beam welding (EBW) as the most

suitable welding method in space environment. They developed multi-purpose

EB welding tools (URI from 1 to 3 kW) were used both manually and

automatically. An open space fabrication deploying a 12 meter truss was

experimented using URI. On the contrary, the US has not decided yet which

joining process is the most suitable, because EBW may be harmful to human's

health if it is not fully automated. Therefore, the knowledge about material

processing available in the world must be integrated systematically to develop

our future joining technologies.



Figure 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 show the surface pictures of the titanium alloy

specimen welded in outer space by the former USSR and presented to Welding

Systems Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Figure 3.1.1 was

taken by a video image microscope and Figure 3.1.2 by a scanning laser

microscope. Compared to the specimens welded on Earth, their grains are larger

and more perfect in shape, i. e. the grain boundaries are tri-symmetric.

Figure 2.3.1. The surface of Titanium alloy welded in outer space

by the former USSR

Magnification: 84 times

(Observed at MIT Welding Systems Laboratory)



Figure 2.3.2. The surface of Titanium alloy welded in outer space

by the former USSR

Magnification: 226 times

(Observed at MIT Welding Systems Laboratory)



Chapter 3: Introduction to a Computer-Aided
System for Space Welding

Welding has indispensable advantages over other joining techniques and

great deal of possible applications in space. In order to develop this technology,

currently available knowledge needs to be integrated. This chapter describes why

welding technique is desired and how it will be used.

3.1 Needs of Space Welding

3.1.1 Advantages of Welding

The current plan of on-orbit assembly of the Space Station Freedom

project does not require welding processes, instead mechanical fasteners will

be used. However, welding will be definitely needed for future repairs of the

space station and constructions of larger structures including Lunar bases and

space colonies. The change of joining techniques for constructions of space

structures may follow the history of ship building.

A ship was originally built using rivets and bolts to joint its parts.

Since the invention of welding technique, welding processes have replaced

rivets and bolts. Despite initial failures in welded ships, welding joints are

used intensively, because they have indispensable advantages over rivets and

bolts, which are as follows:

1. Water tightness



2. Light weight, less material

3. Structural strength

4. Less time and cost for fabrication.

These reasons may be applied to future history of joining processes for space

structure constructions.

Similarly, welding has essential advantages over other joining

processes such as mechanical joining for the following reasons:

1. Air tightness

Although all manned modules of the Space Station Freedom which

must be airtight are planned to be built on Earth, air tightness must be

sustained for repair and maintenance. If the whole structures are

constructed in outer space, air tightness will be the most important

feature in the jointed parts. Mechanical seals can be used to preserve

airtight integrity of the space structures, but welding can provide more

reliable and permanent seals.

2. Light weight, less material

Welded joints weigh less and require less material than mechanical

joints. When structures are constructed in the Earth orbit or other

locations in outer space, materials are provided from Earth, Moon,

Asteroids, or other planets. Therefore, it is important to minimize the

weight of materials in order to reduce costs.

3. Structural strength



Welded joints can be assumed to have the same structural strength as

the material itself. Since welded parts often have more rigidity than

the base metal, original shapes of the structures are held and the loads

can be transmitted with rigid joints. Mechanical joints cannot be small

if the joints are made as rigid as the material itself and may become

loose over the service life of the structures. Welded joints have higher

strength over a wide range of temperature than mechanical joints and

adhesive bonding.

4. Less time and cost for fabrication

Welding requires less time and cost to prepare joint materials than

mechanical joints. And also, it achieves the needed structural strength

with less materials and therefore reduces huge cost for fabrication.

3.1.2 Possible Applications of Space Welding

3.1.2.1 Construction

Most large structures on Earth cannot be constructed without using

welding. Buildings, ships, airplanes, and automobiles use welding as well

as mechanical joints. For future fabrications of large structures welding

will play an essential role as it does for on-earth structures.



3.1.2.2 Repair and Maintenance

There are dangers for having structural damages. They would be

caused by contacts with other structures or space vehicles, or collisions

with debris in space or meteorites. The experiments conducted in or near

the structures may damage the structures. Even in routine maintenance

structurally failed parts of the structures would be replaced or fixed. From

the current study, astronauts are expected to conduct 2,200 hour

maintenance annually for the planed space station.



3.2 Integrating Knowledge of Space Welding

3.2.1 Necessity of Knowledge-Base System for Space Welding

Historically, many experiments and studies relating to space welding

have been conducted by people all over the world. Especially most on-orbit

experiments have been carried out by the former USSR. Some of the results

have been classified, while others have been published. In order to maximize

the information and avoid the duplication of studies under limited resource

of man-power and budget, all available information must be collected and

integrated systematically.

A knowledge-base system for space welding is suggested and presented

in this thesis. This whole system is called "A Computer-Aided System for

Space Welding" and planned to be provided to researchers all over the world

in the future. This system will grow with more knowledge and help future

studies about space welding.

3.2.2 Helping Decision of Future Work

The computer-aided system will be used not only to integrate all

available knowledge about space welding but also to help the researchers

think which research subjects are necessary to further develop space welding

technologies. The system can provide the information on reasons why

specific joining processes are the practical space applications.



3.3 Applications of Knowledge-Base System

3.3.1 Instruction Systems for Astronauts

In general astronauts are assumed to be novices in welding. Therefore,

astronauts must be trained prior to flights or instructed on-orbit welding sites.

Instructions can be made either by the remotely located experts or computer-

aided systems including artificial intelligence. The next scheduled space

shuttle in the next month will carry the first artificial intelligence developed

by a MIT research team. Their system is loaded on the reengineered

powerbook which is based on the product of Apple Computer, Inc. The

computer-aided system is also developed on the Apple product to keep

consistency.

3.3.2 Brains of Automated Welding Robotics

In order to increase productivity, welding processes will be fully

automated in the future. The former Soviet Union has already developed

automated welding tools, but these tools do not have brains to think and

conduct welding for themselves. They must be placed at the welded part

accurately and controlled by astronauts. Fully automated welding robotics

will be developed and used for any welding use at any location. They will

determine the suitability of a welding process, prepare for welding, conduct

welding, and do after-treatment. For those purposes robotics must have

brains (artificial intelligence).



3.3.3 Space Welding Guidebook

Welding Systems Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology

is developing a guidebook on space welding by collecting and analyzing all

the relevant information on currently published in the world All currently

available knowledge is being collected and explained in the book. It may be

used by all researchers dealing with space welding technologies. The

Computer-Aided System is a core of this guidebook.



Chapter 4: Special Considerations for Space

Special aspects must be considered to apply welding technology to space.

Expected missions to use this technique are specific in space. Since space

environments are different, welding processes must be developed to fit to the

environments. Human factors and management aspects are also important

elements to be considered. This chapter describes important subjects developing

practicable welding processes to be used in space.

4.1 Mission Requirements

4.1.1 Location

Depending on the location of welding operations, the environment,

financial restrictions, and available resources at site would greatly vary. For

example: in space, we can consider Sun's light to be one of the energy sources;

on Moon, we may find some minerals to be used as resources for our

mission; the atmosphere surrounding Mars may be useful, or it may affect

our choice of welding processes.

4.1.2 Intra/Extra Vehicular Activities

Even if two missions are to take place on the same planet, our choice

on fabrication processes still may vary, depending on whether the mission is

to be performed inside or outside of the space structure or station. The



environment factors such as pressure and temperature are different, and time

allowed for the specific mission task would also vary.

4.1.3 Task

A space mission may involve one or more of the three major tasks:

construction, maintenance, and repair. Construction and maintenance can be

planned ahead, but since repairing is generally required when accidents occur,

it is difficult to predict the extent of damage or procedures for repair until the

crew actually reaches the location. For the crew to realize the appropriate

procedure, we can do one of three things: 1) provide a fully compiled

manual; 2) educate one of the crew members to become an expert on welding

procedures; 3) load a knowledge-based expert system on board.

4.1.4 Welding Design

Just as on the earth, possible joining processes vary according to design

conditions such as: thickness, joint types, welding positions, weld types, and

materials. The severity of restrictions on these parameters would increase in

space, so possible joining processes would also become quite restricted. For

example, to lighten the load, thin aluminum plates must be used extensively.



4.1.5 Material

Light weight materials such as aluminum, aluminum alloy, titanium,

or titanium alloy are mainly used for space applications to save carrying cost.

These materials are not only light but also rigid enough to sustain structures.

The material used in the future will depend on availability at the site of

welding. For example, aluminum and iron are easily obtained from the soil

of the Moon.

4.1.6 Equipment, Power and Time

The budget of the mission, the size of the space station, and the type of

the transportation space crafts determine the realistic size and weight of

equipment, consumables (i.e., shielding gases or filler metals), power, and

allocated time. Equipment size and weight also depend on the level of

currently available technology.

4.1.7 Accessibility

Depending on the location of the mission, we must determine if it is

accessible by man, robot, or manipulator. We must design the space

structures so that we can reach any point at any time by one of these accessing

methods. There is a need to supply a module which enables installing an

appropriate manipulator on the space station, such as an aeronaut mobilizing

equipment.



4.2 Space Environment

4.2.1 Microgravity

There is almost no gravity in the space environment unless provided

artificially; the physical phenomena that we are accustomed to on Earth, such

as heat convection and buoyancy, do not exist or are reduced to the minimal

in space. We can therefore obtain a melted metal with uniformly distributed

components and mass. This implies that a perfectly crystallized metal will be

formed when solidified. However, gas that arises within the molten metal

would not be able to escape because of the lack of buoyancy within the metal;

this is one of the defective characteristics of the space-solidified metal.

4.2.2 Pressure

Because, in space environment, the atmospheric pressure is considered

non-existent, we can easily avoid oxidation of the joined parts and generation

of gases within. In this respect, space is an ideal welding environment.

Furthermore, processes which generally require a special vacuum welding

chamber, such as electron beam welding (EBW), can be greatly facilitated in

space, for there is no need for such a chamber. However, processes such as arc

welding that are widely available on Earth may experience difficulty, for the

vacuum environment obstructs generation of arcs.

Spacecraft and space stations usually have an increased pressure of

about one atmosphere to enable the crew members to survive. EBW is thus



not a realistic method in such an environment, and safer and cheaper

processes such as arc welding are more appropriate.

4.2.3 Temperature

As stated earlier, atmospheric pressure is close to zero in the space

environment. There is no obstruction (i.e., air) between Sun and structures

in space, so the sun beam directly strikes the structure surfaces. The lack of air

also signifies that the heat radiation interactions that usually occur between

an object and air are not present in the space. This magnifies the heat

radiation originating from the space structures; the temperature gap between

the sunlit surface and shadowed area is known to be 340K (-184F to 428F), and

effects such as thermal distortion and metal solidification are inevitable.

Furthermore, some welding processes depend highly on the surface

temperatures of the metals, thus extra heating treatments may become

necessary in shadowed regions.

4.2.4 Possible Contamination and Interferences

Those welding-related problems that are considered minor on Earth

(i.e., generations of chemical substances, noise, heat, radiation, and sparks)

can possibly become harmful in closed environments, like space stations. For

example, electrical noise and x-ray may distract computerized equipment such

as measuring instruments and computers. Chemical substances may be

harmful to human bodies. Shielding gases (i.e., Argon and Helium) used in

gas arc welding processes are by themselves harmless, but these gases may



alter the air configuration in a closed chamber. This may also become a

disturbance to human bodies.



4.3 Human Factors

4.3.1 Survival

Performing metals joining processes may affect the crew's health. To

avoid such side effects, we must either prepare special protective devices or

eliminate such possibility by finding a new technique which enables the crew

to work hazard-free.

4.3.2 Operator

Whether to let a man perform the welding process or to use a robot

makes a difference. Even if we choose to use a robot, the degree of

automation determines how many and how long astronauts must participate

in the processes. (Table 4.3.1)

Manual Unaided IVA/EVA, with simple (unpowered)
handtools

Supported Requires use of supporting machinery or facilities
to accomplish assigned tasks (e.g., manned
maneuvering units and foot restraint devices)

Augmented Amplification of human sensory or motor
capabilities (powered tools, exo-skeletons,
microscopes, etc.)

Teleoperated Use of remotely controlled sensors and actuators
allowing the human presence to be removed from
the work site (remote manipulator systems,
teleoperators, telefactors)



Supervised

Independent

Replacement of direct manual control of system
operation and computer-directed functions
although maintaining humans in supervisory
control

Basically self-actuating, self-healing, independent
operations minimizing requirement for direct

human intervention (dependent on automation
and artificial intelligence)

(J. Kevin Watson: "Engineering Considerations for On-Orbit Welding Operations)

Table 4.3.1. Categories of Man-Machine Interaction

4.3.3 Welding Skills and Knowledge

Some welding processes require highly developed skills, while others

do not. To select the most appropriate welding process, one must possess

well-experienced knowledge. It is necessary to train such an expert or to

develop a well-prepared manual or expert system. Also, once the crew

member wears a space suit, his/her mobility inevitably becomes limited; we

must develop either a more flexible space suit or welding equipment that is

easy to use even while wearing the space suit.

4.3.4 Psychological Aspects

Each crew member must possess an ability to make decisions on

his/her own, even in an urgent situation. He/she must also be

psychologically strong to withstand a possibly lonely mission into space.



Welding processes require precise judgments, so stability of one's mind could

become the key to completion of the mission.

4.3.5 Communication

Even if each crew member possesses a strong mind, he/she must be

able to communicate to other astronauts and with the headquarters of the

operation, which may be on Earth. We need to make sure that all

communication devices provided for them are in good working condition,

and we must also search for a better device to further facilitate

communication, even if the mission is to take place far away from Earth.



4.4 Management

4.4.1 Budget

A major problem with the space welding technology is that what needs

to be known far more exceeds what is already known. Although through the

years man has developed considerable knowledge on metals joining

technology through experiments and experience on Earth, our present

knowledge on joining technology in space is quite limited. One basic reason

for this problem is the huge cost needed to perform welding experiments in

space and/or under simulated space conditions. Aside from financial

problems, it is still a rare opportunity for one to obtain real experience in

welding fabrication in space. If we were to develop the needed space welding

technology mostly through experiments and experience, just as we have done

for that of Earth, a tremendous cost, manpower and time must be spent.

Realistically speaking, considering the financial restraints that many nations

face today and in the foreseeable future, these needed resources will not be

made available. It is thus important for both engineers and managers

involved in research and development activities to expand the space welding

fabrication knowledge in a more systematic manner.

4.4.2 Time Allocation

It is the task of the management to allocate time, manpower, and

equipment so that each mission can be completed in a most reasonable and



efficient manner; managers must prioritize among the task completion,

human life, and financial restrictions.

4.4.3 Risk Management

In space exploration, we must expect many unforeseeable risks or

accidents. In some cases the accidents are negligent and thus the mission can

be completed without any delay. In other cases, however, the accident or

breakage may expose the crew to a life threatening situation, in which case

saving lives should definitely have higher priority than completing the

mission. In still other cases, the equipment may be broken or resources may

be missing somehow; the crew is required to attempt to complete the task

with a limited amount of tools and machinery. These risk management

procedures must be established, and the equipment or tools needed in the

steps must be prepared and provided well in advance, so that the crew is able

to determine what is expected of them in an urgent situation.



Chapter 5: Possible Joining Processes in Space

There are three types joining processes that are suggested: welding,

adhesive bonding, and mechanical joints. Each process has advantages and

limitations; therefore, the most suitable one must be used depending on the case.

This chapter explains those joining processes.

5.1 Welding

There are more than 100 welding processes known to date. The space

welding research group of the Welding Systems Laboratory at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology has selected 13 processes with high future feasibility for

welding in space.

5.1.1 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)

GTAW is an inert gas-shielded joining process using an electric arc

generated between a tungsten electrode and a workpiece. Inert gases

including argon and helium are used as the shielding gas. Welded materials

are stainless steels, aluminum alloy, titanium alloy, and many others. The

arc of this method is so stable that even thin plates can be welded. The

welding speed is not fast. It has a cleaning effect in welding in the reversed

polarity (the electrode plus). In case additional metals are required to the

welded part, filler metal is provided. Figure 5.1.1 shows the principle of

GTAW.
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Figure 5.1.1. Principle of GTAW

5.1.2 Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)

GMAW is one form of gas arc welding which uses inert gases to protect

the heated workpiece and weld metals and the electric arc. As a consumable

electrode metals are used. The metals are transferred from an electrode to the

workplace in globular drops or sprays (fine droplets).

There are experiments of GMAW by the former Soviet Union on

Soyuz-6. By the reference 128, some results are as follows:

1. At low current, molten drops grew large and remained attached to the

electrode for a long period of time

2. Increasing the current increased the electromagnetic pinch effect
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3. Stable metal transfer was achieved when using the short circuit technique

or impressed current

4. Weld beads bulged slightly in the center due to surface tension, resulting in

decreased weld penetration

5. When welding in a vacuum, it was possible to achieve a stable arc in the

vapor of the electrode material.

5.1.3 Plasma Arc Welding (PAW)

PAW is also one of arc welding processes. It uses plasma gases which

are hot ionized gases as well as shield gases to produce high temperature,

more concentrated and more controllable arcs. Figure 5.1.2 shows the

principle of the plasma arc welding.
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Figure 5.1.2. Principle of PAW
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There are experiments of PAW by the former Soviet Union on Soyuz-

6. By the reference 128, some results are as follows:

1. Arc ignition, arc stability, and focus of anode spot were affected by the

amount of vacuum

2. On thin samples, weld formation was similar to those done on Earth, but in

space the formation was dominated by surface tension forces

3. Sound welded joints were obtained

4. Some porosity was found along the fusion line in the titanium alloy

5. Arc constriction was difficult when the chamber was vented into space.

5.1.4 Laser Beam Welding (LBW)

LBW uses a concentrated laser beam, which is coherent light, to

generate intense heat needed to melt and join workpieces. LBW is so

controllable that welding of very small parts (micro welding) is possible. The

energy density is very high (106 -10 8W/cm 2), and LBW does not require

shielding gases. LBW can be conducted regardless of surrounding pressure.

Laser beams are used for heat treatment, brazing, soldering, cutting, and

coating. Laser beam brazing will be mentioned later.



5.1.5 Electron Beam Welding (EBW)

EBW uses an electron beam (high velocity electrons) to generate heat.

An electron beam is concentrated by electromagnetic coils. EBW requires

vacuum conditions. Outer space naturally has an ideal condition for this

requirement. EBW is the welding method that the former USSR decided to

use for welding in space. EBW makes deep penetration which enables one

pass welding even for a thick workpiece. Heat input is usually small and

deformation is minimized. EBW is also very controllable.

The experiments using EBW aboard Skylab showed some findings by

the reference 128:

1. The feasibility of performing EB welding, cutting, and melting in

microgravity conditions was proven.

2. The Skylab samples showed that the grain shapes were larger and more

elongated than the ground-based specimens. This indicates a major

difference in heat convection during solidification of metals.

3. The Skylab specimens had more symmetrical sub-grain patterns, while

ground-based specimens showed orientation with the solidification front.

The experiments of EBW were performed by the former Soviet Union

on Soyuz-6. By the reference 128, some results are as follows:

1. The weld shape and degree of penetration were similar to that of ground

based samples.

2. Sound welded joints were achieved using all materials.



3. There was a slight increase in the porosity of the aluminum alloy sample,

most likely because of the lack of a significant gravity gradient to produce

buoyancy forces.

4. Electron beam cutting of all materials was proven.

After the comparison of three welding processes: EBW, GMAW, and PAW,

the Soviet space program chose EBW as the most suitable welding method

because of its versatility and inherent energy effectiveness.

5.1.6 Resistance Welding (RW)

RW uses electrical resistance and mechanical pressure on the contacted

small parts of workpieces. Heat is generated by the passing of high current

(1,000~100,000 Amps) through the contacted points. There are several kinds

of RWs such as spot welding and projection welding. These are easily

automated and used in the industries, because it is fast and easy. Figure 5.1.3

shows the principle of RW

Figure 5.1.3. Principle of RW



5.1.7 Friction Welding (FW)

FW is a relatively new welding process and uses heat generated by

mechanical friction. The typical FW is shown in Figure 5.1.4. Friction is

produced by rotating one workpiece and pushing the other piece to it. FW

does not require heavy equipment.

(a)

(C) AP

Figure 5.1.4. Principle of FW

5.1.8 Stud Welding (SW)

SW is the process to joint studs to workpieces. There are three types of

SW in terms of the way of heat generation. They are arc stud welding,

percussion stud welding, and resistance stud welding. The former two types

of welding are widely used and the principles are shown in Figure 5.1.5 and

5.1.6.
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Figure 5.1.5. Principle of arc SW
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Figure 5.1.6. Principle of percussion SW

5.1.9 Thermit Welding (TW)

TW is the welding method to use chemical reaction of metal oxides

and aluminum to generate heat which can be 3,100'C theoretically. The

reaction is as follows:
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3Fe304+8Al=9Fe+4A12 0 3 (5.1.1)

Fe2 0 3 +2Al=2Fe+A120 3  (5.1.2)

3FeO+2AI=3Fe+A120 3  (5.1.3)

TW is easy to be used and does not require heavy equipment and

electricity, thereby saving cost. The preparation is minimum.

5.1.10 Gas Tungsten Arc Brazing (GTAB)

Brazing is the oldest and simplest welding process. It is to melt the

metal which has relatively low melting temperature and put it on the joining

workpieces. Brazing uses wetting, special characteristics of metals. Brazing is

distinguished from soldering in terms of temperature they use. Brazing uses

the higher temperature than 450 0 C, while soldering uses the lower

temperature than that.

The experiment relating to brazing was conducted by the US aboard

Skylab. Thermochemical brazing using the heat generated by the chemical

reaction was used in this experiment. The results obtained can be

summarized as follows:

1. The wetting and spreading characteristics of the brazed samples were

superior to those produced on Earthresulting in better filling of the gaps.

2. The Skylab joints had fewer defects and less porosity than welds made on

Earth, showing that quality was better.



3. There seems to be no upper limit to the size of gaps that can be brazed in

space, therefore joints with large fit-up tolerance can be brazed.

4. Brazing can complete with welding for many space applications where only

welding would normally be considered.

GTAB is one of brazing processes and it uses gas tungsten arc (GTA) to

generate heat. Therefore, GTAB has the same conditions as GTAW.

5.1.11 Gas Metal Arc Brazing (GMAB)

GMAB is also one of brazing processes, and it uses gas metal arc (GMA)

to generate heat. Therefore, GMAB has the same conditions as GMAW.

5.1.12 Electron Beam Brazing (EBB)

EBB is also one of brazing processes, and it uses gas metal arc (EB) to

generate heat. Therefore, EBB has the same conditions as EBW.

5.1.13 Laser Beam Welding (LBW)

LBB is also one of brazing processes, and it uses gas metal arc (LB) to

generate heat. Therefore, LBB has the same conditions as LBW.



5.2 Adhesive Bonding

Adhesive bonding is widely used in many industries including aerospace,

ship, electronics, computer, camera, and automobile, due to its ease of use.

Adhesive bonds are developed for specific purposes and improved recently. The

feasible bond for construction, repair, and maintenance in outer space is that for

structural use and must have the same reliability and rigidity as welding.

However, adhesive bond has a serious disadvantage. It cannot sustain the

expected strength over a wide range of temperature. Therefore, it is not possible

to use in outer space right now. Adhesive bonding may be used for space

applications sometime in the future when its quality and performance are

improved.



5.3 Mechanical Joints

Mechanical joints are planned to be used for the construction of the space

station "Freedom," because the reliability and feasibility of welding and adhesive

bonding have not been assured yet. However, joints of future space structures

will be made using these three joining techniques.



Chapter 6: Knowledge-Base for System

The Welding Research Group at MIT has been collecting for years the

publications associated with welding in space. These information was integrated

in the computer using a database software. Then, it was translated into a

programmable form for computers and used in a Computer-Aided System for

space welding. This chapter describes the integrated database on space welding

and the translated knowledge.

6.1 Database for Space Welding

All currently available publications about welding in space were collected

to develop a database was created. It was produced on FileMaker Pro by Claris

Corporation. In References the database is shown in the format of bibliography.

Table 6.1.1 and Figure 6.1.1 show the number of publications about

welding in space in terms of key words. The total number is 160

Key Word Number

Adhesive Bonding 2

Automation 9

Construction 10

Electrostatics 1

Experiment 9

Micro-gravity 2

Low-pressure 16

Management 2

Material 22



Metal-transfer 1

Mission 11

On-orbit-operation 7

Plan 19

Power 4

Safety 1

Structure 1
Thermal-effect 3

Welding 40
Total 160

Table 6.1.1. Number of publications about welding
in space in terms of key words
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Most publications are written about space activities or research relating to

welding in general. More research associated with a specific area such as a low

pressure welding or practical materials in space must be conducted to develop

welding technologies practically usable in space. The computer-aided system for

space welding is designed to assist us in allocating the limited resources

including man-power and budget to more important areas than others.



6.2 Building Knowledge-Base of System

It is necessary to translate the knowledge collected as the database into a

programmable form for a computer. Although all the aspects considered in

Chapter 4 must be included in the knowledge-base of the system theoretically,

only limited information is available to date. Therefore, the developed

system provides not all information that is theoretically necessary to

complete the system but a standard platform with limited knowledge. The

system can be expanded by incorporating information or knowledge that

become available.

The present system includes weld types, joint shapes, joint types,

workpiece thickness, material, power capacity, equipment weight,

microgravity, pressure, temperature, and possible contamination and

interferences.

6.2.1 Welding Processes

The present system includes thirteen welding processes as follows:

(1) Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (G.T.A.W.)

(2) Gas Metal Arc Welding (G.M.A.W.)

(3) Plasma Arc Welding (P.A.W.)

(4) Laser Beam Welding (L.B.W.)

(5) Electron Beam Welding (E.B.W.)



(6) Resistance Welding (R.W.)

(7) Friction Welding (F.W.)

(8) Stud Welding (S.W.)

(9) Thermit Welding (T.W.)

(10) Gas Tungsten Arc Brazing (G.T.A.B.)

(11) Gas Metal Arc Brazing (G.M.A.B.)

(12) Electron Beam Brazing (E.B.B.)

(13) Laser Beam Brazing (L.B.B.)

6.2.2 Joint Types and Weld Types

Five joint types used in the system are shown in Figure 6.2.1.

I I I

Butt Joint
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Figure 6.2.1. Joint Types
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Four weld types used in the system are shown in Figure 6.2.2.

Square (I)

Groove (G)

Fillet (F)

i I III

Seam (S)

Figure 6.2.2. Weld Types
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Table 6.2.1 shows the relations between joint types and weld types. O

means compatible and X means incompatible.

Weld

Type

Joint Type

BUTT CORNER LAP EDGE T

I O O X O O

G O O X O O

F X O O X O

S X O O O O

Table 6.2.1. Relations between joint types and weld types

6.2.3 Thickness

Three categories of thickness are analyzed here. Table 6.2.2 shows

relations between those categories of thickness and joint types for each

welding process. The meaning of the symbols in the table are as follows:

Joint Type

BUTT CORNER LAP EDGE T

GTAW ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC

GMAW ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC

PAW AB AB AB AB AB

LBW AB AB AB AB AB

EBW ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC

I



Thickness

Note

A: Less than 4 mm

B: From 4 mm to 10 mm

C: More than 10 mm

* Available only for Tube-to-Tube, Cylindrical Bar-to-Bar, Tube-

to-Plate, and Bar-to-Plate welding processes

** Available only for Cylindrical Bar-to-Plate welding process

Table 6.2.2. Relations between thickness and

joint types for each welding process

6.2.4 Materials

Table 6.2.3 shows the availability of each welding process. Five

materials including steel, aluminum (aluminum alloy), titanium (titanium

alloy), Fiber Reinforced Metal (FRM), and Carbon Composite (C-C Copm) are

considered here.

SI Materials

RW na na A A na

FW ABC* na na na ABC*

SW na na na na AB**

TW AB na na AB na

GTAB A A A A A

GMAB A A A A A

EBB A A A A A

LBB A A A A A



A: Available na: Not available

Table 6.2.3. Suitability for each welding process

6.2.5 Joint Shapes

Joint Shapes are categorized into three, (1) plate-plate joints, (2)

pipe(bar)-pipe(bar) joints, and (3) pipe(bar)-plate joints as shown in Figure

6.2.3.

Steels Aluminum Titanium F.R.M. C-C Comp

GTAW S S S na na

GMAW S S A na na

PAW S S S na na

LBW S A A na na

EBW S S S na na

RW S S S na na

FW S S A na na

SW S S A na na

TW S A na na na

GTAB S S S S A

GMAB S S S na na

EBB S S S S A

LBB S S S S A

Note S: Suitable
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Figure 6.2.3.

Pipe(Bar)-Plate Joint

Joint Shapes

Joint Shapes

Steels Aluminum Titanium

S S S
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S: Suitable na: Not available

Table 6.2.4. Availability of joint shapes for each welding process

6.2.6 Welding Skill

Each welding process requires a certain level of skill of welding. Table

6.2.5 shows the level of the level of welding skill for each welding method.

Welding Skill

Expert Intermediate Titanium

GTAW F np np

GMAW F np np

PAW F np np

LBW F np np

EBW F np np

R W W F np

F W W F np

SW W F np

T W W F np

GTAB F np np

GMAB F np np

I LBB I S S S
Note



EBB F np np

LBB F np np

W: Well done F: Fair np: Not possible

Table 6.2.5. Required welding skill

6.2.7 Possible Contamination and Interferences

Several contaminations and interferences are expected to occur and

they are often hazardous to human beings and high-tech machines, such as

computers and experimental equipment. The system considers five different

hazards including arc light, laser radiation, gases, electric noise, X-ray

radiation, and metal vapor. Table 6.2.6 shows the expected hazards for each

welding process.

Hazard

Arc Light Laser Gases Electric X-ray Metal

Radiatio Noise Radiatio Vapor

n n

E E E E

E E E E

E E E E

E E E E

E E E E

E

Note

GTAW

GMAW

PAW

LBW

EBW

RW



Note E: Expected

Table 6.2.6. Hazard for each welding process

6.2.8 Equipment Weight and Power Capacity

There are wide range of welding tools in terms of weight and power

capacity. And they change as new tools are developed. Therefore, this system

does not have specific value about them, but estimated values are put into

the system in the form of Microsoft Excel files as shown in Appendices.

6.2.9 Microgravity, Pressure and Temperature

Currently effects of microgravity, pressure, and temperature are being

studied by a number of groups in various parts of the world. Therefore, this

system does not have specific numbers about them, but estimated numbers

are put into the system in the form of Microsoft Excel files as shown in

Appendices.

FW _ E

SW E E E

TW

GTAB E E E E

GMAB E E E E

EBB E E E

LBB E E E E



Chapter 7: Computer-Aided System

A computer-aided system is necessary to provide the knowledge to all the

people involved in the development and research on welding in space. This

chapter shows details of the system.

7.1 Objectives

The major question is how to select an appropriate approach for research

in a field where sufficient knowledge is not yet available. We propose one

model with three major objectives which may help researchers and managers in

determining the direction and practicality of approach to the future research.

1. To integrate currently available knowledge on metals joining processes in

space

2. To determine the most promising areas of research in space welding

processes

3. To identify realizable welding processes in space, despite the limited

availability of information



7.2 New Computer-Aided System

An expert system is usually a transference of knowledge from a human

expert to computers in order for people to make full use of the knowledge. Thus,

construction of an expert system generally implies that there exists a human

expert; it cannot be applied to an unknown field which does not have enough

information. It is a convenient way, however, to integrate substantial amount of

knowledge, and the inference engine of the system can refer to any of the

knowledge available.

When we consider the metals joining techniques in space, many

conditions are interrelated to each other. It is extremely difficult, if not possible,

to determine whether or not a certain joining process is applicable in space. We

took advantage of an expert system's ability to integrate vast amount of

knowledge, and by adding some improvements we constructed our computer-

aided system.

Our system's characteristics are:

1. Ease of knowledge addition/deletion

2. Ability to make a selection using currently available data, even if we have

only a limited amount of information

3. Ability to show the future research direction by a research indicator, which

is attached to each knowledge

4. Its potential to become a real expert in metals joining processes as the

knowledge database grows.



7.3 Building the New System

Of all the currently available knowledge, we have chosen those that are

indispensable and constructed the prototype using the knowledge-base system

discussed in Chapter 6.

We have used estimated values for the parameters on which no exact

values are available. We thus cannot expect this system to always produce

perfectly accurate output, but we can expect at least to grasp the general tendency

of our problems. Figure 7.3.1 depicts this system's general organization. Our

prototype uses an Apple Macintosh as the platform with system 7.0.1, NEXPERT

OBJECT (released by Neuron Data, Inc.) as the expert system shell, Microsoft Excel

as the numerical database handler, and HyperCard 2.0 (supplied by Claris Corp.)

as the user interface.

Platform: Apple Macintosh with System 7.0.1 by Apple Computer, Inc.

Expert system shell: NEXPERT OBJECT Version 2.0 by Neuron Data

Corporation

Numerical database: Microsoft Excel Version 4.0 by Microsoft Corporation

User interface: HyperCard Version 2.0 by Claris Corporation

The knowledge-base has been rewritten as a rule form and then has been

inputted to the expert system. A rule is in the form "If --- Then---" One of the

main rules used in the system is shown in the following:



If

GTAW.material is not "not available"

And GTAW.thickness is not "not available"

And GTAW.joint_type is not "not available"

And GTAW.shape is not "not available"

And GTAW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"

And GTAW.weld_type is not "not available"

And GTAW.power_capacity is not "not available"

And GTAW.micro_gravity is not "not available"

And GTAW.pressure is not "not available"

And GTAW.temperature is not "not available"

And GTAW.equipment_weight is not "too_heavy"

Then GTAW.availability is confirmed.

We used 236 rules in this prototype.

In order to facilitate use of this system, a newly improved user interface

has been developed. It has been created on the HyperCard with the special

external commands which enable us to communicate between the interface and

the core of the system. It introduces the system to users in the beginning of the

interface using animation. In order to start the system, a user clicks the start

button which initiates the system and loads the data necessary. Then the user



clicks the appropriate figures or buttons according to the situation they face. The

system automatically creates the input data, but they can be corrected or added by

users later. After this data preparation, the system is run by clicking OK button

and it studies the availability for each welding process for the conditions users

input. In case that a specific welding process is not feasible for those conditions,

the system shows the reasons from which the user can understand the situation

which subjects must be studied further in order to obtain the knowledge that

he/she wants to obtain. If the problem is solved, the rejected welding process

may become one of feasible and promising. All of the user interface is shown in

Appendices.



y anagement)

Figure 7.3.1. System Organization



Chapter 8: Analyses Using the Developed
System

Two examples are shown using the system in this chapter. One is the

situation when the outer shell of the space station needs to be repaired, and the

other is when its inner shell needs to be repaired.

8.1 Repair of Outer Shell of Space Station

It is possible that holes or breaks on the outer shell of the space station

may be produced by contacts with other structures or collisions with debris in

space or meteorites.

Objective

An astronaut repairs the break on the outer shell of the space station

under the instruction of experts on the earth.

Location

Outside the space station on the orbit of the earth

Environmental Conditions

Pressure: 0.0 ATM

Gravity: 0.0 G

Temperature: 250 "K

Mission Requirements



Weld type:

Joint type:

Material:

Joint shape:

Square (I)

Butt joint

Aluminum

Plate-Plate joint

Workpiece thickness: 2

Allowed power capacity: 50

Allowed equipment weight:

Operator:

mm

kW

100 kg

Astronaut with expert help

The results calculated by the system are as follows:

1. GTAW: Not feasible

Reasons: low pressure, too heavy equipment weight

2. GMAW: Not feasible

Reasons: low pressure

3. PAW: Feasible

Hazard:

4. LBW:

arc light, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

Feasible

laser radiation, gases, electric noise, metal vaporHazard:



5. EBW: Feasible

Hazard:

6. RW:

7. FW

8. SW

9. TW

arc light, electric noise, X-ray radiation, metal vapor

Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable joint type

: Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable joint shape and power capacity, too heavy

equipment weight

: Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable joint type, joint shape and power capacity

too heavy equipment weight

: Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable power capacity, too heavy equipment

weight

10. GTAB: Not feasible

Reasons: low pressure, too heavy equipment weight

11. GMAB: Not feasible

Reasons: low pressure

Feasible

Hazard: electric noise, X-ray radiation, Metal vapor

Feasible

12. EBB:

13. LBB:



laser radiation, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

Under the assumed conditions, GTAW is not feasible because of low

pressure and too heavy equipment weight. If these two reasons are

eliminated by improving GTAW process, GTAW will have great possibility

to be a main fabrication process in the future. Therefore, we can say that the

most important areas to improve this specific joining process are: 1) to study

how to generate and sustain stable arc in vacuum condition and 2) to reduce

the weight of the equipment of the process.

For other processes which are not feasible under the present

conditions, the system can study the feasibility of each process and inform the

user important areas of future research in the same way as described before.

Under the assumed conditions, PAW is feasible, because all the

requirements are satisfied. If the process is feasible, the system points out

expected hazards by the process. Expected hazards caused by PAW include arc

light, gases, electric noise and metal vapor, thus we need protect the humans

and high-tech equipment.

The user interface with which the system conducted a feasibility study

is shown starting from the next page.

Hazard:



Environmental

Pressure: 0.01

Gravity: 1 0.01

Temperature:

YWait a minute!
( K OK

Conditions --Put values.

atm

G

1 750 K

I



Missio~n Requkirements

1. Weld Type

2. Joint Type

I Burr
3. Material

Aluminum

4. Shape

Plate_Plate

5. Thickness

, 21 mm
6. Power Capacity

1 50 kw
7. Equipment Weight

I 100 kg
8. Welding Skill

I Expert

Resuks

1. GTAW No

2. GMAW No --

3. PAW Yes

4. LBW Yes

5. EBW Yes

6. RW

7. FW

No

No

S. SW No

9. TW No

10. GTAB No

11. GMAB I No

12. EBB

13. LBB

Yes: AvaiLable
No: Nor Availabl

UNKN'VOWNV: Data is nor eoxghb,

Yes (

Yes (

8ZI



GTAW Results--- No

1. Pressure not_availabli

2. Micro-gravity suitable 1

3. Temperature suitable

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

suitable

suitable

suitable

10. Equipment Weight I too_heav:

11. Welding Skill 1 Fair I

Back to Results B3

GMA W Results--- No

1. Pressure not _availabl

2. Micro-gravity suitable 7

3. Temperature suitable

4. Weld Type suitable

5. Joint Type suitable

6. Material

Back to Results

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

I suitable

ED

( etails)



PAW Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape suitable]

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable -

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Resufts ED

LBW Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

s suitable7

suitable]

9. Power Capacity I suitable 1

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Resuns



EBW Resuls--- Yes

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape suitable i

8. Plate Thickness suitable ]

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable ]

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Results ED

RW Resuts--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

suitable I

suitable

suitable

4. Weld Type Isuitable

5. Joint Type

6. Material

not_availabl)

Ssuitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity I suitable

10. Equipment Weight I suitable 7

11. Welding Skill WellDone

BacK to Results
i



FWIResult&--- No

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gmravity suitable

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

Ssuitable ]

suitable

suitable

suitableSsuial

7. Shape not_availabl

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity notavailabl7

10. Equipment Weight I too heav

11. Welding Skill WellDone

Back to Results D

SW Resdts--- No

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

not-availabl

suitable

7. Shape notavailabli

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight too_heavy

11. Welding Skill I WellDone

Back to Results 9D



7TV Results--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

Back to Results

suitable

[ suitable

suitable

suitable

]suitable

I available

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

suitable

suitable

not_availabl

10. Equipment Weight too_heav•

11. Welding Skill Well Done

Bo

GTAB Results--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

BacK to Results

not availabl

Ssuitable

suitable 7

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity I suitable 7

10. Equipment Weight too_hea;v7

11. Welding Skill Fair I

RE

(Details)



GMAB Results--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

not_availabl

suitable I

ssuitable7

suitable

isuitable

suitable

7. Shape I suitable

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill I Fair

Back to Results END

EBB Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable7

suitable7

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable i

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

BacK to Resurts B4J

( Details )

( Details)

Back to Resurts EB



LBB Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

I suitable ]

suitable7

1suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape I suitable

8. Plate Thickness I suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Results END

Expected Hazard for GTAW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN]

UNKNOWN)

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

( Detais)

BacK to Results aD



Exvected Hazard for GMA W

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN

IUNKNOWN]

UNKNOWN

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

E~pected Hazard for PAW

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Back to Results
ECam

Back to Results



1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for LBW

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Back to Results END

Expected Hazard for EBW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Yes

No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

BacK to Resutts

h 1
Lj

aD



Expected Hazard for RW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results ez

Expected Hazard for FW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results E•



Expected Hazard for SW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNO WN

UNKNOWN

Back to Resufs EnD

Expected Hazard for TW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results



Expected Hazard for GTAB

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results

Expected Hazard for GMAB

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNO WN
UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Resuits END

.F



1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for EBB

No
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Back to Results eD

ExPected Hazard for LBB

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Back to Results ED



8.2 Repair of Inner Shell of Space Vehicle

There may be a case in which the inner shape is broken and need to be

repaired. In this case the following situation is assumed.

Objective

An astronaut repairs the break on the inner shell of the space station

under the instruction of experts on Earth.

Location

Inside the space station on the orbit of Earth

Environmental Conditions

Pressure: 0.8 ATM

Gravity: 0.0 G

Temperature: 300 "K

Mission Requirements

Weld type:

Joint type:

Material:

Joint shape:

Fillet (F)

Lap joint

Aluminum

Plate-Plate joint

Workpiece thickness: 2 mm



Allowed power capacity: 50 kW

Allowed equipment weight:

Operator:

100 kg

Astronaut with expert help

The results calculated by the system are as follows:

1. GTAW: Not feasible

Reasons: too heavy equipment weight

2. GMAW: Feasible

Hazard: arc light, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

3. PAW: Feasible

4. LBV

5. EBV

6. RW

Hazard: arc light, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

V: Feasible

Hazard: laser radiation, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

V: Not feasible

Reasons: no vacuum condition

Feasible

Hazar

7. FW:

d: electric noise

Not feasible



Reasons: unavailable joint type, joint shape and power capacity

too heavy equipment weight

8. SW: Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable joint type, joint shape

too heavy equipment weight

9. TW: Not feasible

Reasons: unavailable joint type and power capacity

too heavy equipment weight

10. GTAB: Not feasible

Reasons: too heavy equipment weight

11. GMAB: Feasible

Hazari

12. EBB:

arc light, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

Not feasible

Reasons: no vacuum condition

13. LBB: Feasible

Hazard: laser radiation, gases, electric noise, metal vapor

Under the assumed conditions, EBW is not feasible, because of the no

vacuum condition in the space station. If this reason is eliminated by

improving EBW process possibly using a portable vacuum chamber, EBW

100



will have great possibility to be a main fabrication process in the future.

Therefore, we can say that the most promising area to improve this specific

joining process is to find a way to use EBW under no vacuum condition.

For other processes the system can study the feasibility of each process

and tell the most promising areas of future research or the expected hazards.

The user interface with which the system conducted feasibility study is

shown from the next page.
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WVelcome to

EnvironmentalConditions --Put values.

Pressure: 0.8i

Gravity: 0

Temperature: 300[

Wait a minute!
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LMMission Requirements

1. Weld Type
I F

2. Joint Type

3. Material

I Aluminum

4. Shape

I Plate Plate

5. Thickness

S2 mm

6. Power Capacity

1 50 kw
7. Equipment Weight

I 100 kg

8. Welding Skill

Expert

wK
Resuts

1. GTAW No

2. GMAW Yes

3. PAW Yes

4. LBW I Yes

5. EBW I No (

6. RW Yes (EMH

7. FW No I (T7 e

8. SW No

9. TW No

10. GTAB No

11. GMAB Yes

12. EBB I No IC

13. LBB I Yes

Yes: Avaiiabl
No: NorAvaiLable

UNK•VOWN. Data is nor cnougbh.
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GTAW Res&ts--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable7

Ssuitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight too_heavv

11. Welding Skill I Fair

Back to Results ED

( etails )

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

suitable

suitable

suitable

4. Weld Type I uitable

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

Ssuitable7

suitable7

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair j

12. Protection

Back to Results EBD

104

GMAN4W Results--- Yes



PAW Results--- Yes

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable ]

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable 7

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape suitable ]

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable 7

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

BacK to Results ED

( etails)

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

[ suitable

suitable

suitable 7

4. Weld Type Lsuitable

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable ]

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Resuits ED
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LBW Results--- Yes

( Details)



EBWResuls--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

Back to Results

not_availabli

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape I uitable

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable I

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill I Fair

tvoFND

RW Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable7

I suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

Ssuitable

9. Power Capacity suitable7

10. Equipment Weight I suitable 7

11. Welding Skill Well Done

12. Protection

Back to Resuits
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FW Results--- No

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

Ssuitable

suitable

inot avaiabl

Isuitable

7. Shape

Details)l

not._aaiabll

8. Plate Thickness I suitable 7

9. Power Capacity not_avaitabl

10. Equipment Weight I too_heav•

11. Welding Skill Well_Done

Back to Results an

SW Results--- No

1. Pressure Snot-availabl

2. Micro-gravity suitable? suigrale
3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

not availabl

[suitable

S. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitableI

10. Equipment Weight too_heavvy

11. Welding Skill Well Do ne

Back to Resurts ED
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T Results--- No ( etails )

1. Pressure suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable [

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

not-availabl

available7

7. Shape I suitable

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity notavailabli

10. Equipment Weight I too_beavy

11. Welding Skill I Well_Done I

Back to Results D

c( etails

1. Pressure [suitable

2. Micro-gravity suitable

3. Temperature suitable

4. Weld Type suitable

5. Joint Type

6. Material

[ suitable 7

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable7

9. Power Capacity I suitable I

10. Equipment Weight I too_heavy

11. Welding Skill Fair

Back to Results ED
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GTAB Results--- No



GMAB Results--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

7. Shape suitable

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Results M

EBB Resuls--- No

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

not_availabl

suitable

suitable 1

4. Weld Type I suitable 1

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

suitable

suitable

9. Power Capacity I suitable I

10. Equipment Weight suitable

11. Welding Skill I Fair

Back to Results END
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LBB Resuts--- Yes

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

suitable

Isuitable

7. Shape suitable

8. Plate Thickness suitable

9. Power Capacity suitable

10. Equipment Weight suitable ý

11. Welding Skill Fair

12. Protection

Back to Results END

Expected Hazard for GTAW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results aD
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1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Exfpected Hazard for GMA W

Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No

I Yes

BOBack to Resutts

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Exo ected Hazard for PAW

Yes

No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Back to Results 6D
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Expected Hazard for LB W

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Back to Results END

Expected Hazard for EBW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

WUNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN
! UNKNOWN

Back to Results
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Expected Hazard for RW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

No
No

No
Yes

No
No

Back to Results EN

Expected Hazard for FW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results EaD
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Exrected Hazard for SW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNO WN

UNKNOWN I

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results 8E

Expected Hazard for TW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results EmD
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Expected Hazard for GTAB

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results EBND

ExPected Hazard for GMAB

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Yes

No

i Yes
Yes

No
Yes

E )Back to Resunts
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Expected Hazard for EBB

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNO WN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

Back to Results ED)

Expected Hazard for LBB

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Back to Results
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Chapter 9: Conclusion

A prototype of the computer-aided system has been developed in this

research. It can be expanded further by integrating all the available information

on welding in space. It is hoped that someday the improved version of this

system may be used in constructions, maintenance, and repairs of real space

structures.

This system is a part of the "Space Welding Guidebook" which is currently

being developed by Professor Koichi Masubuchi and his staff at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. This system also can provide useful information to

research groups interested in space welding work under possible areas for future

research.

The system could satisfy the initial objectives which are as follows:

1. Ease of knowledge addition/deletion

2. Ability to make a selection using currently available data, even if we have

only a limited amount of information

3. Ability to show the future research direction by a research indicator, which

is attached to each knowledge

4. Its potential to become a real expert in metals joining processes as the

knowledge database grows.

The author believes that the system will be the important step in the

development of space fabrication technology in space, especially welding.
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Extra- or Intra-vehicular Activity --Click one.

E'ctxavhicualar Activity InGravehieular Activity

Grav~y Control Systern.

Intravehicular Activity
vithout

Gravity Control Syster

EnvironmentalConditions --Put values. I

Pressure: [ OK

Gravity: OKI

Temperature: OK[

atm

G

K

( OK
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Joint Type --Click one.

I w
Butt Joint Corner Joint

Lap Joint Edge Joint
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T Joint

I



Shape --Click one.

Pipe(B ar)-Pipe(B ar) Joint

Plate-Plate Joint Pipe(Bar)-Plat Joint
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Material --Click one.

Steels Aluminum Titanium

F.R.M. C-C Composite

M/I
ý7



Thickness, Power Capacity, Equipment Weight

--Put values.

I I mm

2. Power Capacity

Hov much capacity is allowed to be used?

3. Equipment Weight
Hov much is the available veight of the
velding equipment to be taken to the location
of wvelding?

kw

( OKg

ZOK D
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1. Thickness
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Mission Requirements 2
1. Weld Type

1 I
2. Joint Type

. I
3. Material

4. Shape
4. Shape

5. Thickness

I I mm
6. Power Capacity

I I kw

7. Equipment Weight

8. Welding Skillkg
8. Welding Skill

OK )

Result

2. GMAW

3. PAW

4. LBW

8. SW

9. TWOK

OK

OK

5. EBW OK

6. RW OK

7. FW I OK

OK I )

OK

10. GTAB OK I

11. GMAB OK (H

12. EBB I OK I7]ý

UNKNOWN: Data is not eough.
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13. LBB I OK

Yes: Available
No: NotAvailable

so I

J

1. GTAW I OK ]i



GTAW Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

I ?

t 1ww

7. Shape 1 I
8. Plate Thickness I ?

9. Power Capacity I

10. Equipment Weight

11. Welding Skill ?

6. Material L I

Back to Results ED

GMA W Results--- OK

1. Pressure I

2. Micro-gravity ?

3. Temperature I

4. Weld Type I

5. Joint Type w?

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity ? :

10. Equipment Weight ?

11. Welding Skill I

6. Material I L

Back to Results END
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( Details )
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PAW Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

w

7 -

m

7. Shape I I
8. Plate Thickness [ ?

9. Power Capacity ?

10. Equipment Weight

11. Welding Skill I ?

Back to Results E

LBWResuls--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

S
S
S

S
SI
S

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

?
S
S

10. Equipment Weight ?5

11. Welding Skill I ?

Back to Results ED
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EBW Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

m

?
m? I

7. Shape I
8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity I ?

10. Equipment Weight [ I

11. Welding Skill I ?

Back to Results EN

RW Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

?
?
?
?
?

w?

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

10. Equipment Weight

11. Welding Skill I ?

Back to Results ED
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( Details )



FW Results--- OK

1. Pressure I

2. Micro-gravity I

3. Temperature I

4. Weld Type ?

5. Joint Type

6. Material

w
w

7. Shape ?
8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

10. Equipment Weight ?

11. Welding Skill I

Back to Results ED

SW Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

m
w
w

4. Weld Type I

5. Joint Type I

6. Material

Back to Results

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity ? 7

10. Equipment Weight ?

11. Welding Skill

I ?
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( Details
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TW Resuls--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity 1

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

Back to Results

w
w
w '

7. Shape

S. Plate Thickness ? ]

9. Power Capacity r ]

10. Equipment Weight ?

11. Welding Skill

GTAB Resuls--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

?
?
? ;

? z

? ·

w?

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity ?

10. Equipment Weight

11. Welding Skill ?

Back to Results END
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( Details)
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GMAB Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

w
w

7. Shape I 1
8. Plate Thickness ?

9. Power Capacity ? I

10. Equipment Weight

11. Welding Skill I ?

6. Material

Back to Resufts

EBB Resulrs--- OK ( etails)

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

I
? 1

I ?

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

9. Power Capacity

?

4. Weld Type ? : ]

5. Joint Type

6. Material

m
w

10. Equipment Weight I i

11. Welding Skill I

Back to Resufts D
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LBB Results--- OK

1. Pressure

2. Micro-gravity

3. Temperature

4. Weld Type

5. Joint Type

6. Material

w
S
S

S

7. Shape

8. Plate Thickness

Details)

cis~

9. Power Capacity 5

10. Equipment Weight 51

11. Welding Skill I ]

S ? I

Back to Results END

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for GTAW

OK

OK
OK
OK

OK

OK

Back to Results ED
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Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Expected Hazard for GMAW

OK
OK

OK
OK
OK

OK
SoK ]

Back to Results END

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Expected Hazard for PAW

OK

OK

OK
OK

OK

OK

Back to Results D

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor
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1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

ExPected Hazard for LBW

OK
OK

OK
OK
OK

OK

Back to Results ED

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

ExPected Hazard for EBWV

OK

OK

OK
OK

OK

OK

Back to Results
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Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Expected Hazard for RW

OK

OK
OK
OK

OK

OK

Back to Results B~D

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Expected Hazard for FW

OK

OK

OK
OK
OK

OK

EDBack to Results

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor
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Arc Light

Laser Radiation

Expected Hazard for SW

OK

I OK
SOK

OK

OK
OK

Back to Results Do

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for TW

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Back to Resu
Back to Results
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1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for GTAB

OK

OK

OK
SOK I

OK

OK

Back to Results EN

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Exected Hazard for GMAB

OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OKI oK I

Back to Results
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1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Expected Hazard for EBB

OK

OK

OK
S OK I

OK
OK

Back to Results

OK
F OK

OK
OK

OK
OK

Expected Hazard for LBB

1. Arc Light

2. Laser Radiation

3. Gases

4. Electric Noise

5. X-ray Radiation

6. Metal Vapor

Back to Results ED
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Do you want to try again?
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Restart

Finish
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Rule Main rule 12 (#1)

If

EBB.material is not "not available"

And EBB.thickness is not "not available"

And EBB.joint_type is not "notavailable"

And EBB.shape is not "notavailable"

And EBB.welding_skill is not "Difficult"

And EBB.weld type is not "not available"

And EBB.power capacity is not "not available"

And EBB.micro gravity is not "not available"

And EBB.pressure is not "not available"

And EBB.temperature is not "not available"

And EBB.equipment weight is not "too heavy"

Then EBB.availability

is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 5 (#2)

If

EBW.material is not "not available"

And EBW.thickness is not "not available"

And EBW.joint type is not "not available"

And EBW.shape is not "not available"

And EBW.welding skill is not "Difficult"

And EBW.weld type is not "not available"

And EBW.power capacity is not "notavailable"

And EBW.micro gravity is not "not available"

And EBW.pressure is not "not available"

And EBW.temperature is not "not available"

And EBW.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"

Then EBW.availability

is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 7 (#3)

FW.material is not "not available"

And FW.thickness is not "not available"

And FW. joint type is not "not available"

And FW.shape is not "not available"

And FW.welding skill is not "Difficult"

And FW.weld type is not "not available"

And FW.power_capacity is not "not available"

And FW.micro gravity is not "not available"
And FW.Dressure is not "not available"

And FW.temperature is not "not available"

And FW.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"

Then FW.availability

is confirmed.
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Rule Main rule 11 (#4)
If
GMAB.material is not "not available"
And GMAB.thickness is not "not available"

And GMAB.joint_type is not "not_available"
And GMAB.shape is not "not available"
And GMAB.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And GMAB.weld type is not "not available"
And GMAB.power_capacity is not "not_available"
And GMAB.micro_gravity is not "not available"
And GMAB.pressure is not "not available"
And GMAB.temperature is not "not available"
And GMAB.equipment weight is not "too heavy"
Then GMAB.availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 2 (#5)
If
GMAW.material is not "not available"
And GMAW.thickness is not "not available"
And GMAW. joint_type is not "not_available"
And GMAW.shape is not "notavailable"
And GMAW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And GMAW.weld type is not "not available"
And GMAW.powercapacity is not "not_available"
And GMAW.micro_gravity is not "not_available"
And GMAW.Dressure is not "not available"
And GMAW.temperature is not "not available"

And GMAW.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"
Then GMAW. availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 10 (#6)
If
GTAB.material is not "not available"
And GTAB.thickness is not "not available"
And GTAB.joint type is not "not_available"
And GTAB.shape is not "not available"

And GTAB.weldingskill is not "Difficult"
And GTAB.weld type is not "notavailable"
And GTAB.powercapacity is not "not_available"
And GTAB.micro_gravity is not "not_available"
And GTAB.pressure is not "not available"
And GTAB.temperature is not "not available"
And GTAB.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"
Then GTAB. availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 1 (#7)
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if

GTAW.material is not "not available"
And GTAW.thickness is not "not available"

And GTAW. joint type is not "notavailable"
And GTAW.shape is not "not available"
And GTAW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And GTAW.weld type is not "not available"

And GTAW.power_capacity is not "not_available"

And GTAW.microgravity is not "not_available"
And GTAW.pressure is not "not available"

And GTAW.temperature is not "not available"

And GTAW.equipmentweight is not "too_heavy"
Then GTAW.availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 13 (#8)

If
LBB.material is not "not available"
And LBB.thickness is not "not available"

And LBB.joint_type is not "notavailable"
And LBB.shape is not "notavailable"

And LBB.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And LBB.weld_type is not "not available"
And LBB.power_capacity is not "not available"

And LBB.micro gravity is not "not_available"

And LBB.pressure is not "not available"
And LBB.temperature is not "not available"

And LBB.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"

Then LBB.availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 4 (#9)
If
LBW.material is not "not available"

And LBW.thickness is not "not available"

And LBW.joint_type is not "not_available"
And LBW.shape is not "not_available"

And LBW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"

And LBW.weldtype is not "notavailable"
And LBW.power capacity is not "not available"

And LBW.micro_gravity is not "not_available"
And LBW.pressure is not "not available"

And LBW.temperature is not "notavailable"

And LBW.equipment_weight is not "too_heavy"
Then LBW.availability
is confirmed.

Rule OK1 (#10)
If
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test.pressure_data is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.micro_ gravitydata is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperature_data is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.weldtype is not "A"
And test.joint_type is not "A"
And test.material is not "A"

And test.shape is not "A"

And test.thickness_data is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.powercapacity_data is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.equipment weight_data is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.welding_skill is not "A"
Then OK1
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 3 (#ll)
if
PAW.material is not "not available"
And PAW.thickness is not "not available"
And PAW. joint type is not "not_available"
And PAW.shape is not "not available"
And PAW.weldingskill is not "Difficult"
And PAW.weld_type is not "not_available"
And PAW.power capacity is not "not_available"
And PAW.micro_gravity is not "not available"
And PAW.pressure is not "notavailable"

And PAW.temperature is not "not_available"
And PAW.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"

Then PAW.availability
is confirmed.

Rule Main rule 6 (#12)
If
RW.material is not "not available"
And RW.thickness is not "not available"

And RW.joint type is not "not_available"
And RW.shape is not "not_available"
And RW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And RW.weldtype is not "not_available"

And RW.power_capacity is not "notavailable"

And RW.micro_gravity is not "not_available"
And RW.pressure is not "notavailable"

And RW.temperature is not "not_available"

And RW.equipment_weight is not "too heavy"
Then RW.availability
Ls confirmed.

Rule Main rule 8 (#13)

SW.material is not "not available"
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And SW.thickness is not "not available"
And SW. joint type is not "not available"
And SW.shape is not "notavailable"
And SW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And SW.weidtype is not "notavailable"
And SW.power_capacity is not "not_available"
And SW.micro_gravity is not "not_available"
And SW.pressure is not "not available"
And SW.temperature is not "not available"
And SW.equipmentweight is not "too heavy"
Then SW.availability
Is confirmed.

Rule test_resultequipmentweight_EW1 (#14)
If

Retrieve "equipment weiaht.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weight data-GTAW.equipment weightmin is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result _equipmentweight. EW
is confirmed.
And GTAW.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_equipment weightEW10 (#15)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment_weight_data-EBW.equipment weightmin is greater than 0.0
Then test_result equipment weight.EW10
is confirmed.

And EBW.equipment weight is set to "too heavy"

Rule test_resul _equipment weight_EW11 (#16)

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weightdata-RW.equipmentweiaht min
Then test_result equipment weight.EW11
is confirmed.

And RW.equipment_weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_equipment weight_EW12 (#17)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.equipmentweightdata-RW.equipmentweightmin
Then test_result equipmentweight.EWl2
is confirmed.

And RW.equipment-weight is set to "tooheavy"

Rule test_resultequipment weight_EW13 (#18)

if
Retrieve "equipmentweight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipmentweight data-FW.equipment_weight min

is less than or equal to 0.0

is greater than 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0
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Then test_resultequipmentweight.EW13
is confirmed.

And FW.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result equipment weightEW14 (#19)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment_weight data-FW.equipment weightmin is greater than 0.0
Then test_result equipmentweight. EW14
is confirmed.

And FW.equipment weight is set to "tooheavy"

Rule test_result equipment weight EW15 (#20)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipmentweight data-SW.equipment weight min is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result equipment_weight.EW15
is confirmed.

And SW.equipment_weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result equipment_weight_EW16 (#21)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weight data-SW.equipment weight min is greater than 0.0
Then testresult equipment_weight.EW16
is confirmed.

And SW.equipment_weight is set to "too heavy"

Rule testresultequipment weight_EW17 (#22)
If
Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.equipment_weightdata-TW.equipment_weight min is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result_equipment_weight.EW17
is confirmed.

And TW.equipment_weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result equipment_weiaht_EW8I (#23)

If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment_weight_data-TW.equipment weight min is greater than 0.0

Then test_result_equipment_weight.EW18
is confirmed.

And TW.equipment_weight is set to "too heavy"

Rule test_result equipment weight EWI9 (#24)
If

Retrieve "equipment weiaht.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.equipment_weight_data-GTAB.equipment weightmin is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result_equipment_weight.EW19
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is confirmed.
And GTAB.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_resultequ.ipmentweight EW2 (#25)

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment weight_data-GTAW.equipmentweight min
Then test_result_equipment_weight.EW2
is confirmed.
And GTAW.equipment weight is set to "too heavy"

is greater than 0.0

Rule test_resultequipmentweight EW20 (#26)

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment_weight_data-GTAB.equipment weight min
Then test_resultequipment_weight.EW20
is confirmed.

And GTAB.equipment weight is set to "too heavy"

is greater than 0.0

Rule testresult equipment weight_EW21 (#27)

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment weight_data-GMAB.equipment weightmin
Then test_result_equipment_weight.EW21
is confirmed.

And GMAB.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result_equipment_weight EW22 (#28)

Retrieve "equipment_weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weight data-GMAB.equipment weight min
Then test_result equipment_weight.EW22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.equipment weight is set to "too heavy"

is greater than 0.0

Rule test result equipment weight EW23 (#29)

Retrieve "equipmentweight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipmentweightdata-EBB.equipmentweight min is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_resultequipmentweight. EW23
is confirmed.

And EBB.equipmentweight is set to "suitable"

Rule test result equipmentweight EW24 (#30)

Retrieve "equipment_weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.equipment weight_data-EBB.equipment weight min is greater than 0.0

Then test_result equipmentweight. EW24
is confirmed.
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And EBB.equipment_weight is set to "too_heavy"

Rule test_result equipmentweight EW25 (#31)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment_weight_data-LBB.equipmentweight min is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result equipmentweight.EW25
is confirmed.
And LBB.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule testresultequipmentweightEW26 (#32)
if

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weight_data-LBB.equipmentweightmin is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_equipmentweight.EW26
is confirmed.

And LBB.equipment_weight is set to "too heavy"

Rule test_result_equipment_weight_EW3 (#33)
If
Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.equipment weight_data-GMAW.equipmentweight min is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result_equipment weight.EW3
is confirmed.
And GMAW.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_equipmentweight_EW4 (#34)
If

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.equipment weight-data-GMAW.equipment weight-min is greater than 0.0

Then test_result equipment_weight.EW4
Is confirmed.
And GMAW.equipment_weight is set to "too_heavy"

Rule test_result equipment_weiaht EW5 (#35)
if

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.eequipmentweightdata-PAW.uipmentweightmin is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result equipmentweight. EW5
is confirmed.

And PAW.equipment weight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result equipment weightEW6 (#36)
if

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.equipmentweightdata-PAW.equipment_weight min is greater than 0.0

Then test result_equipment weight.EW6
is confirmed.
And PAW.equipmentweight is set to "too heavy"
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Rule test result equipment_weight EW7 (#37)
If

Retrieve "equipment weiaht.sik" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test. equipment_weight_data-LBW. equipment weight min
Then testresultequipment weight.EW7
is confirmed.
And LBW.equipmentweight is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_equipmentweight EW8 (#38)

Retrieve "equipmentweight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test. equipment weight data-LBW. equipmentweiaht min

Then test_resultequipment_weight.EW8

is confirmed.

And LBW.equipment weight is set to "too heavy"

is less than or equal to 0.0

is greater than 0.0

Rule test result equipment weight EW9 (#39)

Retrieve "equipment weight.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.equipment weight oata-EBW.ecuipment weight min

Then test_result equipmentweight.EW9

is confirmed.

And EBW.equipment weiaht is set to "suitable"

Rule test result hazardl (#40)

If

there is evidence of GTAW.availability

Then test result hazard.1l

is confirmed.

And GTAW.arc_ light is set to TRUE

And GTAW.laser radiation is set to FALSE

And GTAW.aases is set to TRUE

And GTAW.electric noise is set to TRUE

And GTAW.Xray radiation is set to FALSE

And GTAW.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazardlO (#41)

there is evidence of GTAB.availability

Then test result hazard.H10

is confirmed.

And GTAB.arc light is set to TRUE

And GTAB.iaser radiation is set to FALSE

And GTAB.aases is set to TRUE

And GTAB.eiectric noise is set to TRUE

And GTAB.Xray radiation is set to FALSE

And GTAB.metal vapor is set to TRUE

is less than or equal to 0.0
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Rule test result hazardll (#42)
If

there is evidence of GMAB.availability
Then test result hazard.ll
is confirmed.
And GMAB.arclight is set to TRUE
And GMAB.laserradiation is set to FALSE
And GMAB.gases is set to TRUE
And GMAB.electric noise is set to TRUE
And GMAB.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE
And GMAB.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazardl2 (#43)
If

there is evidence of EBB.availability
Then test result hazard.12
is confirmed.
And EBB.arclight is set to FALSE
And EBB.laserradiation is set to FALSE
And EBB.gases is set to FALSE
And EBB.electricnoise is set to TRUE
And EBB.Xray_radiation is set to TRUE
And EBB.metalvapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazardl3 (#44)
If
there is evidence of LBB.availability
Then test result hazard.H13
is confirmed.

And LBB.arc_light is set to FALSE
And LBB.laser radiation is set to TRUE

And LBB.gases is set to TRUE
And LBB.electric noise is set to TRUE

And LBB.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE
And LBB.metalvapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard2 (#45)

If
there is evidence of GMAW.availability
Then test result hazard.E2
is confirmed.

And GMAW.arcliaht is set to TRUE
And GMAW.laser radiation is set to FALSE

And GMAW.aases is set to TRUE
And GMAW.electric noise is set tc TRUE

And GMAW.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE

And GMAW.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard3 (#46)
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there is evidence of PAW.availability
Then test result hazard.83
is confirmed.

And PAW.arc_light is set to TRUE
And PAW.laser radiation is set to FALSE
And PAW.gases is set to TRUE
And PAW.electric noise is set to TRUE
And PAW.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE
And PAW.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard4 (#47)
If
there is evidence of LBW.availability
Then test result hazard.84
is confirmed.
And LBW.arc light is set to FALSE
And LBW.laser radiation is set to TRUE
And LBW.gases is set to TRUE
And LBW.electric noise is set to TRUE
And LBW.Xray radiation is set to FALSE
And LBW.metailvapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard5 (#48)
If
there is evidence of EBW.availability
Then test result hazard.R5
is confirmed.
And EBW.arc_light is set to TRUE
And EBW.laser radiation is set to FALSE
And EBW.aases is set to FALSE
And EBW.electric noise is set to TRUE
And EBW.Xrayradiation is set to TRUE
And EBW.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard6 (#49)
If

there is evidence of RW.availability
Then test result hazard.H6
is confirmed.
And RW.arclight is set to FALSE
And RW.laser radiation is set to FALSE
And RW.gases is set to FALSE
And RW.electric noise is set to TRUE
And RW.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE
And RW.metal_vapor is set to FALSE

Rule test result hazard7 (#50)
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there is evidence of FW.availability

Then test result hazard.H7

is confirmed.

And FW.arclight is set to FALSE

And FW.Iaser radiation is set to FALSE

And FW.gases is set to FALSE

And FW.electric noise is set to TRUE

And FW.Xray radiation is set to FALSE

And FW.metal vapor is set to FALSE

Rule test result hazard8 (#51)

If

there is evidence of SW.availability

Then test result hazard.H•

is confirmed.

And SW.arc liaht is set to TRUE

And SW.laser radiation is set to FALSE

And SW.gases is set to FALSE

And SW.electric noise is set to TRUE

And SW.Xray radiation is set to FALSE

And SW.metal vapor is set to TRUE

Rule test result hazard9 (#52)

If

there is evidence of TW.availability

Then test result hazard.H9

is confirmed.

And TW.arc light is set to FALSE

And TW.laser radiation is set to FALSE

And TW.gases is set to FALSE

And TW.electric noise is set to FALSE

And TW.Xray_radiation is set to FALSE
And TW.metal vapor is set to FALSE

Rule test result joint type 1 (#53)

test. oint type is "BUTT"

Then test_result_joint_type.JT1

is confirmed.

And GTAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And GMAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And PAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And LBW.jointtype is set to "suitable"

And EBW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And RW. joint type is set to "not available"

And FW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And SW.joint type is set to "not available"
And TW.joint type is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.joint type is set to "suitable"
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And GMAB.jointtype is set to "suitable"
And EBB. jointtype is set to "suitable"

And LBB. jointtype is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult_jointtype 2 (#54)
I-f

test.joint type is "CORNER"

Then test_resultjoint_type.JT2

is confirmed.

And GTAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And GMAW. joint_type is set to "suitable"
And PAW.joint_type is set to "suitable"

And LBW.joint type is set to "suitable"

And EBW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And RW. joint_type is set to "not available"

And FW.joint type is set to "not available"

And SW. jointtype is set to "not available"
And TW. joint type is set to "not available"

And GTAB.joint type is set to "suitable"

And GMAB.joint type is set to "suitable"

And EBB. joint type is set to "suitable"

And LBB. jointtype is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult_jointtype_3 (#55)

If
test.joint type is "LAP"

Then test_result_joint_type.JT3

is confirmed.

And GTAW.jointtype is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.joint_type is set =o "suitable"
And PAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And LBW.joint type is set tc "suitable"

And EBW.jointtype is set to "suitable"

And RW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And FW.joint type is set to "notavailable"

And SW.joint_type is set to "not_available"

And TW.jointtype is set to "not available"

And GTAB.joint type is set to "suitable"

And GMAB. joint type is set to "suitable"

And EBB.joint type is set to "suitable"

And LBB. ointtype is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_jointtype4 (#56)

test.joint type is "EDGE"

Then test_result_joint_type.JT4

is confirmed.
And GTAW. jointtype is set to "suitable"

And GMAW. joint type is set to "suitable"
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And PAW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And LBW. joint type is set to "suitable"
And EBW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And RW.joint type is set to "suitable"

And FW. jointtype is set to "not available"
And SW. jointtype is set to "not_available"

And TW. joint type is set to "suitable"

And GTAB.joint type is set to "suitable"
And GMAB. joint_type is set to "suitable"
And EBB. jointtype is set to "suitable"

And LBB.jointtype is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_joint type 5 (#57)
If

test.joint type is "T"

Then test_result_joint_type.JT5

is confirmed.

And GTAW. joint type is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.joint type is set to "suitable"

And PAW.joint type is set to "suitable"
And LBW. joint type is set to "suitable"
And EBW. jointtype is set to "suitable"

And RW.jointtype is set to "not available"

And FW.jointtype is set to "suitable"

And SW.joint_type is set to "suitable"

And TW. joint type is set to "not available"
And GTAB. joint type is set to "suitable"
And GMAB. ioint_type is set to "suitable"

And EBB. joint _type is set to "suitable"

And LBB. ointtype is set to "suitable"

Rule test result material 2 (#58)

test.material is "Aluminum"

Then test result material.Aluminum

is confirmed.

And GTAW.material is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.material is set to "suitable"

And PAW.material is set to "suitable"

And LBW.material is set to "suitable"

And EBW.material is set to "suitable"

And RW.material is set to "suitable"

And FW.material is set to "suitable"

And SW.material is set to "suitable"

And TW.material is set to "available"

And GTAB.material is set to "suitable"

And GMAB.material is set to "suitable"

And EBB.material is set to "suitable"

And LBB.material is set to "suitable"
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Rule test result material 5 (#59)
If
test.material is "CC Composite"
Then test_resultmaterial.CCComposite
is confirmed.
And GTAW.material is set to "not available"
And GMAW.material is set to "not available"
And PAW.material is set to "not available"
And LBW.material is set to "not available"
And EBW.material is set to "not available"
And RW.material is set to "not available"
And FW.material is set to "not available"
And SW.material is set to "not available"
And TW.material is set to "not available"
And GTAB.material is set to "available"
And GMAB.material is set to "not available"
And EBB.material is set to "available"
And LBB.material is set to "available"

Rule test result material 4 (#60)
If
test.material is "FRM"
Then test result material.FRM
is confirmed.
And GTAW.material is set to "not available"
And GMAW.material is set to "not available"
And PAW.material is set to "not available"

And LBW.material is set to "not available"
And EBW.material is set to "not available"
And RW.material is set to "not available"
And FW.material is set to "not available"
And SW.material is set to "not available"
And TW.material is set to "not available"
And GTAB.material is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.material is set to "not available"

And EBB.material is set to "suitable"

And LBB.material is set to "suitable"

Rule test result material 1 (#61)
If
test.material is "Steels"
Then test result material.Steels

is confirmed.
And GTAW.material is set tc "suitable"
And GMAW.material is set to "suitable"
And PAW.material is set to "suitable"
And LBW.material is set to "suitable"
And EBW.material is set to "suitable"
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And RW.material is set to "suitable"
And FW.material is set to "suitable"
And SW.material is set to "suitable"
And TW.material is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.material is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.material is set to "suitable"
And EBB.material is set to "suitable"
And LBB.material is set to "suitable"

Rule test result material 3 (#62)
If
test.material is "Titanium"
Then test result material.Titanium
is confirmed.
And GTAW.material is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.material is set to "available"
And PAW.material is set to "suitable"
And LBW.material is set to "available"
And EBW.material is set to "suitable"
And RW.material is set to "suitable"
And FW.material is set to "available"
And SW.material is set to "available"

And TW.material is set to "not available"
And GTAB.material is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.material is set to "suitable"
And EBB.material is set to "suitable"
And LBB.material is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_microaravityMGl (#63)
If
Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" 2TYPE=SYLK;

And test.micro gravitydata-GTAW.micro_ ravity_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.micro gravitydata-GTAW.micro gravity_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_resultmicro_gravity.MG1
is confirmed.
And GTAW.micro gravity is set tc "suitable"

Rule test_resultmicro_gravity_MGlO_2 (#64)
If

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.micro_gravity_data-EBW.micro gravity max is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_microgravity.MG10
is confirmed.
And EBW.micro_gravity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_result_micro_ ravity MG10 1 (#65)
If

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro gravity_data-EBW.micro_gravity_min is less than 0.0
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Then test_result_micro_gravity.MGI0
is confirmed.
And EBW.micro_gravity is set to "not_available"

Rule testresult micro gravity MGll (#66)
If
Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravitydata-RW.microgravity_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.micro_gravitydata-RW.microgravity max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG1
is confirmed.
And RW.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

Rule test_resultmicrogravityMGl2_2 (#67)
If
Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravity-data-RW.micro gravitymax is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG12
is confirmed.

And RW.micro_gravity is set to "not_available"

Rule testresult micro gravity MG12_I (#68)
If
Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravity_data-RW.micro gravity min is less than 0.0
Then test_result micro_gravity.MG12
is confirmed.
And RW.micro_gravity is set to "not_available"

Rule test(result microgravityMG13 (#69)

Retrieve "micro gravity. slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravtydata-FW.mgravitydata-W.microoravitymin is
And test.micro gravity data-FW.microgravitymax is
Then testresult_microgravity.MG13
is confirmed.

And FW.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

Rule test resultmicrogravityMG14 2 (#70)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro gravity_data-FW.microgravitvymax is
Then testresultmicro gravity.MG14
is confirmed.

And FW.micro_gravity is set to "not available"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

Rule test_result micro gravity MG1 41 (#71)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
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And test. micro gravitydata-FW.microgravity min is
Then test result micro_gravity.MG14
is confirmed.
And FW.micro gravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test result_micro_aravity_MGl5 (#72)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_gravitydata-SW.micro_gravity min is
And test.micro_gravity_data-SW.micro_gravity max is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG15
is confirmed.
And SW.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_resultmicrogravityMGl6 2 (#73)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravitydata-SW.microgravity max is greater than 0.0
Then test_resultmicro_gravity.MG16
is confirmed.

And SW.micro_gravity is set to "not_available"

Rule test resultmicro gravity MG16_ 1 (#74)
If
Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_gravity_data-SW.micro gravitymin is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG16
is confirmed.

And SW.micro gravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule testresultmicro _ravity MG17 (#75)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.microgravity_ data-TW.microgravity min is
And test.micro gravity_ data-TW.microgravity max is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG17
is confirmed.

And TW.micro gravity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test resultmicrogravityMG18 2 (#76)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.microgravitydata-TW.micro_gravity max is

Then test_resultmicro_gravity.MG18
is confirmed.

And TW.micro gravity is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule testresult micro_gravityMGl8_1 (#77)
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Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.micro_gravity_data-TW.microgravity min is less than 0.0

Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG18
is confirmed.

And TW.microgravity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_result micro_gravity MG19 (#78)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.microgravity data-GTAB.microgravity_min

And test.micro_gravity_data-GTAB.micro_gravity_max
Then test_result_microgravity.MG19
is confirmed.
And GTAB.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult micro_gravity_MG2_2 (#79)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.microgravity_data-GTAW.micro_gravity_max
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.micro_gravity is set to "notavailable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

is greater than 0.0

Rule test_result micro gravity_MG2_l (#80)

Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_gravitydata-GTAW.microgravitymin is
Then testresult_micro_gravity.MG2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.micro gravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test_result_microgravityMG20_2 (#81)

Retrieve "micro_ gravity.sik" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.micro_ ravitydata-GTAB.micro_gravity_max is

Then test_resultmicro_gravity.MG20
is confirmed.

And GTAB.micro_gravity is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_resultmicrogravityMG20_1 (#82)

Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.micro_gravity data-GTAB.micro_gravity_min is

Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG20
is confirmed.

And GTAB.micro_gravity is set to "notavailable"

less than 0.0

Rule test resultmicro_ gravity_MG21 (#83)
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Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravity_ data-GMAB.micro_gravity min is
And test.micro gravity_data-GMAB.micro_gravity_max is
Then test_result_microgravity.MG21
is confirmed.
And GMAB.micro gravity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule testresultmicrogravity_MG22_2 (#84)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravity data-GMAB.micro gravity max is
Then test_result_micro _gravity.MG22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.micro gravity is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_resultmicro gravity MG22 1 (#85)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravitydata-GMAB.microgravity min is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.micro gravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test result micro gravity MG23 (#86)

Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro gravitydata-EBB.micro_gravity_min is
And test.micro_gravity_data-EBB.micro_gravity_max is
Then testresult_micro_gravity.MG23
is confirmed.
And EBB.microgravity is set to "suitable"

Rule test result_micro gravity MG24 2 (#87)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro gravity_data-EBB.micro_gravity max is

Then test_resultmicro_gravity.MG24
is confirmed.
And EBB.microqravity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test resultmicro_gravityMG24_1 (#88)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_ ravity_data-EBB.micro_ gravitymin is
Then testresult_micro_gravity.MG24
is confirmed.

And EBB.microgravity is set to "not available"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

less than 0.0

Rule test result micro_gravity_MG25 (#89)
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Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.microgravity_data-LBB.micro gravity min is
And test.microgravity data-LBB.microgravity max is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG25
is confirmed.
And LBB.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result micro gravity_MG26_2 (#90)

Retrieve "micro _gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_gravity_data-LBB.microgravity max is
Then testresult micro_gravity.MG26
is confirmed.
And LBB.micro_gravity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resultmicro gravity MG26 1 (#91)
If

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravity data-LBB.micro _ravity_min is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG26
is confirmed.
And LBB.microgravity is set to "notavailable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

less than 0.0

Rule testresult micro gravity MG3 (#92)

Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro _gravity_data-GMAW.micro gravitymin is

And test.micro_gravity data-GMAW.micro gravity max is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG3
is confirmed.

And GMAW.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result_micro_gravityMG4 2 (#93)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravity_data-GMAW.micro_gravity max is
Then test_result_micro gravity.MG4
is confirmed.

And GMAW.microgravity is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test result microgaravitv MG4 1 (#94)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" ?TYPE=SYLK:
And test.micro_gravity_data-GMAW.microgravity min is
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG4
is confirmed.

And GMAW.micro gravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0
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Rule test_result micro gravity_MG5 (#95)
If
Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test. micro_gravity data-PAW.micro_gravity_min is
And test .micro_gravitydata-PAW.microgravity_max is
Then test_result_micro gravity.MG5
is confirmed.

And PAW.micro_gravity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule testresultmicrogravity_MG6 2 (#96)

Retrieve "microgravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravitydata-PAW.microgravity max is
Then test result micro_gravity.MG6
is confirmed.
And PAW.micro gravity is set tz "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test resultmicrogravity_MG6l (#97)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravity data-PAW.micro_gravity min
Then testresult micro_gravity.MG6
is confirmed.
And PAW.micro_gravity is set to "not available"

is less than 0.0

Rule testresult microgravityMG7 (#98)

Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.micro_gravity data-LBW.micro gravity_min

And test.microgravity data-LBW.micro _gravity max

Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG7
is confirmed.
And LBW.micro_gravity is set tc "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_resultmicrogravityMG8_2 (#99)

Retrieve "micro gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro gravity data-LBW.microgravity_max

Then test_result_micro gravity.MG8
is confirmed.

And LBW.micro_gravity is set to "not available"

is greater than 0.0

Rule testresultmicro gravity_MG8 1 (#100)

Retrieve "micro aravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.micro gravity_data-LBW.micro gravity_min is

Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG8
is confirmed.

And LBW.microgravity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0
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Rule test_result micro gravity _MG9 (#101)
If
Retrieve "micro_gravity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.micro_gravitydata-EBW.micro_gravity min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.micro_gravity_data-EBW.micro gravity max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result_micro_gravity.MG9
is confirmed.
And EBW.micro gravity is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result power_capacity PC1 (#102)
If

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacity_data-GTAW.power_capacity min
And test.powercapacitydata-GTAW.power_capacitymax
Then test_resultpower_capacity. PC
is confirmed.

And GTAW.power capacity is set to "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule testresult_ cowercapacity PC1 02 (#103)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power_capacitydata-EBW.power_capacity max is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC10
is confirmed.

And EBW.power capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule testresultpower_capacityPC101_ (#104)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacity_data-EBW.power_capacity min is
Then test_result_power_capacity.PCl0
is confirmed.

And EBW.powercapacity is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

less than 0.0

Rule test result_ cowercapacity_PCll (#105)

Retrieve "Dowercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.powercapacitydata-RW.powercapacity_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.powercapacity_data-RW.powercapacitymax is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result power_capacity.PCll
is confirmed.

And RW.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

Rule test resultpower_capacity PC12 2 (#106)
If

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power capacity data-RW.power_capacity_max is greater than 0.0

Then test_result power_capacity.PCl2
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is confirmed.

And RW.power_capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resultpower capacity PC12_1 (#107)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power_capacity_data-RW.power_capacity_min is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC12
is confirmed.

And RW.powercapacity is set to "not_available"

less than 0.0

Rule test_resultpower capacityPCl3 (#108)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacity_data-FW.power capacity_min is
And test.power_capacity_data-FW.powercapacity max is

Then test_result power_capacity.PC13
is confirmed.

And FW.power_capacity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule testresultpower_capacity PC14_2 (#109)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.powercapacity_data-FW.power_capacity max is greater than 0.0

Then test_result_power_capacity.PC14
is confirmed.

And FW.power_capacity is set to "not available"

Rule test result Dower_cavacitv_PC14_1 (#110)

Retrieve "powercaoacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.power capacity data-FW.powercapacity min is less than 0.0

Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC14
is confirmed.

And FW.power_capacity is set to "notavailable"

Rule tesc_resultpower capacity PC15 (#111)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.power capacity_data-SW.powercapacity min is

And test.power capacity data-SW.power_capacity max is

Then test_result power_capacity.PC15
is confirmed.
And SW.power capacity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_resultpower capacity PC16 2 (#112)
r4r

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.powercapacity data-SW.power_capacity max is greater than 0.0
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Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC16
is confirmed.

And SW.power capacity is set to "not available"

Rule test_result powercapacity PC16 1 (#113)
If
Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power_capacity_data-SW.power_capacity_min is
Then testresult power_capacity.PC16
is confirmed.
And SW.powercapacity is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test_resul _power capacityPC1 7 (#114)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacitydata-TW.power capacity min is
And test.power_capacity _data-TW.powercapacitymax is
Then testresult_power_capacity.PC17
is confirmed.

And TW.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_result_power capacity PC18_2 (#115)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power_capacity_data-TW.power capacity_max is greater than 0.0
Then test_resultgower_capacity.PC18
is confirmed.
And TW.powercapacity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_result_power_cavacitvyPC18_1 (#116)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.powercapacity_data-TW.power_capacity min is less than 0.0
Then test_result power_capacity.PC18
is confirmed.

And TW.power capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test resultpower capacity_PC19 (#117)
If
Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power_capacity_data-GTAB.power_capacity min
And test.power_capacity_data-GTAB.power_capacity max
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC19
is confirmed.

And GTAB.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

Rule test result Power caoacity PC2 2 (#118)

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
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And test.power_capacity _data-GTAW.power_capacitymax is
Then test_result_power_capacity.PC2
is confirmed.
And GTAW.power capacity is set to "not_available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_resultpowercapacityPC2_1 (#119)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test. powercapacity_data-GTAW.power capacity_min is
Then test_resultg owercapacity. PC2
is confirmed.
And GTAW.power capacity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_resultypower capacityPC20_2 (#120)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power capacity data-GTAB.power capacity_max is
Then test_resultpowercapacity.PC20
is confirmed.

And GTAB.power capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resultpower_capacity PC20_1 (#121)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power capacity_data-GTAB.powercapacity_min
Then test_result power_capacity.PC20
is confirmed.
And GTAB.powercapacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resul tpower_capacityPC21 (#122)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power_capacity_data-GMAB.powercapacity_min
And test.power_capacity_data-GMAB.powercapacitymax
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC21
is confirmed.
And GMAB.power capacity is set to "suitable"

less than 0.0

greater than 0.0

is less than 0.0

is areater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result power capacity PC22_2 (#123)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacity data-GMAB.power capacitymax is greater than 0.0

Then testresult _ower_capacity.PC22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.power capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test resultpower capacity_PC22 1 (#124)
if
Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
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And test.power_capacity_data-GMAB.powercapacity min is less than 0.0
Then test_result_power_capacity.PC22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.power_capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resultpower capacity_PC23 (#125)
If
Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power_capacity_data-EBB.power capacity_min is
And test.power_capacity_data-EBB.power capacity max is
Then test_result powercapacity.PC23
is confirmed.

And EBB.power capacity is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result power capacity_PC24_2 (#126)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power_capacity_data-EBB.power_capacity_max is
Then test resultpower_capacity.PC24
is confirmed.

And EBB.power_capacity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test resultjpower capacityPC24_1 (#127)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.powercapacity_data-EBB.powercapacity min is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC24
is confirmed.

And EBB.power_capacity is set to "not available"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

less than 0.0

Rule test_resultpower capacity PC25 (#128)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power_capacity_data-LBB.power capacity_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.powercapacity_data-LBB.power capacity max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result_power_capacity.PC25
is confirmed.

And LBB.power_capacity is set to "suitable"

Rule test resultpower capacity_PC26_2 (#129)
If
Retrieve "cowercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.powercapacity_data-LBB.powercapacity max is greater than 0.0

Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC26
is confirmed.
And LBB.power capacity is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_result power capacity PC26 1 (#130)
If
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Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power capacitydata-LBB.power_capacitymin is less than 0.0
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC26
is confirmed.

And LBB.power capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test_result_power capacity PC3 (#131)

Retrieve "powercapacity. slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacitydata-GMAW.power_capacitymin is
And test.power capacity_data-GMAW.powercapacitymax is
Then test_result powercapacity.PC3
is confirmed.

And GMAW.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_resultpower capacity PC42 (#132)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.power capacity_data-GMAW.powercapacity_max is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC4
is confirmed.
And GMAW.power capacity is set to "not_available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_result_powercapacityPC4_1 (#133)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.power capacity_data-GMAW.power_capacity_min is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC4
is confirmed.

And GMAW.power capacity is set to "not_available"

less than 0.0

Rule testresult_powercapacity PC5 (#134)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.power capacitydata-PAW.power capacity min

And test. power_capacity_data-PAW. power capacity_max

Then test_result powercapacity.PC5
is confirmed.
And PAW.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result power_capacity PC6_2 (#135)

Retrieve "powercapacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.power_capacitydata-PAW. power_capacity max

Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC6
is confirmed.
And PAW.Dower capacity is set to "not available"

is greater than 0.0

Rule test_result Power capacity PC6_1 (#136)
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Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test. power_capacity_data-PAW.powercapacity min is
Then test resultpower_capacity.PC6
is confirmed.

And PAW.powercapacity is set to "not_available"

less than 0.0

Rule test_result powercapacityPC7 (#137)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.power_capacity_data-LBW. power capacity min is
And test.power_capacity_data-LBW.power capacity max is
Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC7
is confirmed.
And LBW.powercapacity is set to "suitable"

Rule test resultpower_capacity_PC8_2 (#138)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.power capacity_data-LBW. power_capacitymax is
Then test_result power_capacity.PC8
is confirmed.

And LBW.power_capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule testresul tpower capacity PC8_1 (#139)

Retrieve "power_capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test. power_capacity data-LBW. power capacity min
Then test_result power_capacity.PC8
is confirmed.

And LBW.power_capacity is set to "not_available"

Rule test result_powercapacity_PC9 (#140)

Retrieve "power capacity.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.powercapacity_data-EBW.powercapacity min
And test. powercapacity_data-EBW.power_capacity max

Then test_resultpower_capacity.PC9
is confirmed.
And EBW.power_capacity is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0
less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

is less than 0.0

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result _ressure P1 1 (#141)

Retrieve "oressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.pressuredata-GTAW.pressure_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.pressure_data-GTAW.pressure_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result pressure.Pl1
is confirmed.

And GTAW.pressure is set to "suitable"
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Rule test_resultpressure_P10 2 (#142)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-EBW.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P10
is confirmed.

And EBW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_resultpressure _PlO_1 (#143)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-EBW.pressure min is less than 0.0
Then test_resultypressure.P10
is confirmed.

And EBW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test result oressureP11 (#144)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-RW.pressuremin is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.pressuredata-RW.pressure max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P11
is confirmed.
And RW.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule testresultpressure_P12 2 (#145)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-RW.pressure max is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_pressure.P12
is confirmed.
And RW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule testresult_pressure_P12_1 (#146)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-RW.pressure min is less than 0.0

Then test_resultypressure.P12
is confirmed.

And RW.pressure is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_result pressure P13 (#147)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.pressure_data-FW.pressure_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.pressure_data-FW.pressure max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P13
is confirmed.
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And FW.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule test_resultpressure Pl4-2 (#148)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-FW.pressure_max is
Then test_result pressure.P14
is confirmed.
And FW.pressure is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_result_pressurePl4-1 (#149)

Retrieve "Dressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.pressure_data-FW.pressuremin is

Then test_result pressure.P14
is confirmed.

And FW.pressure is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test_result_pressrssure_Pl5 (#150)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-SW.pressure_min is
And test.pressure_data-SW.pressure_max is
Then testresultpressure.P15
is confirmed.

And SW.pressure is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test result pressurePl6 2 (#151)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.pressuredata-SW.pressuremax is

Then test_resultpressure.P16
is confirmed.
And SW.pressure is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test_resultpressure_P166 1 (#152)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-SW.pressure_min is less than 0.0

Then test_resultpressure.P16
is confirmed.
And SW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test resultpressure_P17 (#153)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-TW.pressuremin
And test.pressuredata-TW.pressure_max
Then test_resultpressure.P17

is greater than or equal to 0.0

is less than or equal to 0.0
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is confirmed.

And TW.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result_ ressurssure_P18_2 (#154)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-TW.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
Then test result pressure.P18
is confirmed.

And TW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule testresult pressure_P18_1 (#155)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-TW.pressure min is less than 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P1B
is confirmed.

And TW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule testresult oressureP19 (#156)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressuredata-GTAB.pressure min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.pressure_data-GTAB.pressure_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_resultypressure.P19
is confirmed.

And GTAB.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult oressure P2 2 (#157)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.pressuredata-GTAW.pressure-max is greater than 0.0

Then test_result pressure.P2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.pressure is set to "not_available"

Rule test_result_pressure P2 1 (#158)

If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.pressure_data-GTAW.pressure min is less than 0.0

Then test_result yressure.P2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.pressure is set to "not_available"

Rule test_resultpressure_P20_2 (#159)

If
Retrieve "Dressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.pressure_data-GTAB.pressure_max is greater than 0.0

Then test_resultpressure.P20
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is confirmed.
And GTAB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_pressrssureP20_1 (#160)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-GTAB.pressuremin is less than 0.0
Then test_result_pressure.P20
is confirmed.
And GTAB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule testresult DressureP21 (#161)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-GMAB.pressure_min
And test.pressure_data-GMAB.pressure_max
Then test_result_pressure.P21
is confirmed.

And GMAB.pressure is set to "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0
is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_result pressureP22_2 (#162)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-GMAB.pressure max is greater than 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P22
is confirmed.

And GMAB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_ Dssurssure_P221 (#163)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-GMAB.pressure min is less than 0.0
Then test_result_pressure.P22
is confirmed.

And GMAB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result pressureP23 (#164)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-EBB.pressure min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.pressuredata-EBB.pressuremax is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result pressure.P23
is confirmed.

And EBB.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule testresultpressure P24_2 (#165)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-EBB.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
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Then test_result pressure.P24
is confirmed.
And EBB.pressure is set to "notavailable"

Rule test_resultpressrssureP241 (#166)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-EBB.pressure min is less than 0.0
Then test_result pressure.P24
is confirmed.
And EBB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_resultpressure P25 (#167)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure data-LBB.pressuremin is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.pressure_data-LBB.pressure_max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result.pressure.P25
is confirmed.

And LBB.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result pressure_P26_2 (#168)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-LBB.pressure_max is greater than 0.0

Then test_resultpressure.P26
is confirmed.
And LBB.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_resultpressure_P26_ 1 (#169)
If

Retrieve "pressure. slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-LBB.pressure_min is less than 0.0
Then test_result pressure.P26
is confirmed.

And LBB.pressure is set to "not_available"

Rule test result oressureP3 (#170)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.pressuredata-GMAW.pressure_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.pressure_data-GMAW.pressure_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_resultypressure.P3
is confirmed.

And GMAW.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult oressure P4 2 (#171)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
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And test.pressure_data-GMAW.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
Then test resultypressure.P4
is confirmed.
And GMAW.pressure is set to "notavailable"

Rule testresultpressure P4_1 (#172)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure data-GMAW.pressure_min is less than 0.0
Then test_result pressure.P4
is confirmed.
And GMAW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result pressureP5 (#173)
If
Retrieve "Dressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure data-PAW.pressure min
And test.pressure_data-PAW.pressure max
Then test_resultpressure.P5
is confirmed.

And PAW.pressure is set to "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0
is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_result pressure P6 2 (#174)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-PAW.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
Then test resultpressure.P6
is confirmed.
And PAW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_resultpressureP6 1 (#175)

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-PAW.pressuremin is less than 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P6
is confirmed.
And PAW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_pressure_P7 (#176)
If

Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.pressure_data-LBW.pressure_min
And test.pressure_data-LBW.pressuremax
Then test_result pressure.P7
is confirmed.
And LBW.pressure is set to "suitable"

is greater than or equal to 0.0
is less than or equal to 0.0

Rule testresult_ pressure P8 2 (#177)
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Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressure_data-LBW.pressuremax is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_yressure.P8
is confirmed.

And LBW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_pressureP8 1 (#178)
If
Retrieve "pressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.pressuredata-LBW.pressuremin is less than 0.0
Then test_resultpressure.P8
is confirmed.
And LBW.pressure is set to "not available"

Rule testresult pressure P9 (#1 79)
If
Retrieve "Dressure.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.pressure_data-EBW.pressure min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.pressure_data-EBW.pressure_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_resultpressure.P9
is confirmed.
And EBW.pressure is set to "suitable"

Rule test result shapePipeBar PipeBar (#180)
If
test.shape is "PipeBarPipeBar"
Then testresult_shape.Pipe Bar_PipeBar
is confirmed.
And GTAW.shape is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.shape is set to "suitable"

And PAW.shape is set to "suitable"

And LBW.shape is set to "suitable"

And EBW.shape is set to "suitable"

And RW.shape is set to "not available"

And FW.shape is set to "suitable"

And SW.shape is set to "not available"

And TW.shape is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.shape is set to "suitable"

And GMAB.shape is set to "suitable"
And EBB.shape is set to "suitable"
And LBB.shape is set to "suitable"

Rule test result shape PipeBar Plate (#181)
If

test.shape is "PipeBarPlate"

Then testresult_shape.PipeBar_Plate
is confirmed.

And GTAW.shape is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.shape is set to "suitable"
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And PAW.shape is set to "suitable"
And LBW.shape is set to "suitable"
And EBW.shape is set to "suitable"
And RW.shape is set to "not available"
And FW.shape is set to "suitable"
And SW.shape is set to "suitable"
And TW.shape is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.shape is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.shape is set to "suitable"
And EBB.shape is set to "suitable"
And LBB.shape is set to "suitable"

Rule testresultshavePlatePlate (#182)

If
test.shape is "Plate Plate"
Then test_result shape.PlatePlate
is confirmed.

And GTAW.shape is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.shape is set to "suitable"
And PAW.shape is set to "suitable"
And LBW.shape is set to "suitable"
And EBW.shape is set to "suitable"
And RW.shape is set to "suitable"
And FW.shape is set to "notavailable"
And SW.shape is set to "notavailable"

And TW.shape is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.shape is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.shape is set to "suitable"
And EBB.shape is set to "suitable"
And LBB.shape is set to "suitable"

Rule test result temperature T1 (#183)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.temperaturedata-GTAW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.temperature data-GTAW.temperaturemax is less than or equal to 0.0

Then testresult temperature.Tl
is confirmed.
And GTAW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test result temperature_T10 2 (#184)
If

Retrieve "temperature. slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperaturedata-EBW.temperature_max is greater than 0.0

Then test_result temperature.Tl0

is confirmed.
And EBW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test result temperatureT10 1 (#185)
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Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-EBW.temperaturemin is less than 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T10
is confirmed.
And EBW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test result temperature_Tll (#186)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-RW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperature_data-RW.temperature_max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T1l
is confirmed.
And RW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result temperatureT12_2 (#187)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-RW.temperature_max is greater than 0.0
Then test resulttemperature.T12
is confirmed.

And RW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_ emperature_T12_1 (#188)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-RW.temperature_min is less than 0.0
Then testresult temperature.T12
Ls confirmed.

And RW.temperature is set to "notavailable"

Rule test resul t_emperature_T13 (#189)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-FW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.temperature_data-FW.temperature_max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then testresult temperature.T13
is confirmed.

And FW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test result temperatureT14 2 (#190)
:f

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-FW.temperaturemax is greater than 0.0

Then test result_temperature.T14
is confirmed.
And FW.temperature is set to "not available"
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Rule testresult temperature_T14_1 (#191)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-FW.temperaturemin is less than 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature.T14
is confirmed.

And FW.temperature is set to "notavailable"

Rule testrresult temperature_T15 (#192)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-SW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.temperaturedata-SW.temperaturemax is less than or equal to 0.0

Then testresulttemperature.T15
is confirmed.
And SW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result temperature_T16_2 (#193)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperaturedata-SW.temperature max is greater than 0.0
Then test_result_temperature.T16
is confirmed.

And SW.temperature is set to "notavailable"

Rule test result temperature T16 1 (#194)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature data-SW.temperaturemin is less than 0.0

Then test_result_temperature.T16
is confirmed.

And SW.temperature is set to "not_available"

Rule test result temperatureT17 (#195)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.temperature-data-TW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0

And test.temperaturedata-TW.temperature_max is less than or equal to 0.0

Then test_result_temperature.T17
is confirmed.
And TW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test result temperature_T18_2 (#196)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;

And test.temperature data-TW.temperaturemax is greater than 0.0

Then test_resulttemperature. T18

is confirmed.

And TW.temperature is set to "not available"
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Rule test_result temperature Ti8_1 (#197)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperaturedata-TW.temperature_min is less than 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T18
is confirmed.
And TW.temperature is set to "notavailable"

Rule testresult temperatureT19 (#198)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature data-GTAB.temperaturemin is
And test.temperature data-GTAB.temperaturemax is
Then test_result temperature.T19
Ls confirmed.

And GTAB.temperature is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test resulttemperatureT2 2 (#199)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature data-GTAW.temperature max is

Then test resulttemperature.T2
is confirmed.
And GTAW.temperature is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test result temperature T2 1 (#200)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature data-GTAW.temperaturemin is

Then testresult_temperature.T2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.temperature is set to "not available"

less than 0.0

Rule test result temperature T20_2 (#201)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-GTAB.temperature_max is

Then testresult temperature.T20
is confirmed.

And GTAB.temperature is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test result temperature T20 1 (#202)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperaturedata-GTAB.temperaturemin is less than 0.0

Then test resulttemperature.T20
is confirmed.
And GTAB.temperature is set to "not available"
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Rule test_result temperature_T21 (#203)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-GMAB.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperature_data-GMAB.temperature_max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T21
is confirmed.
And GMAB.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult temperatureT22_2 (#204)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-GMAB.temperature_max is greater than 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T22
is confirmed.

And GMAB.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule testresult temperatureT22 1 (#205)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-GMAB.temperaturemin is less than 0.0
Then test_result temperature.T22
is confirmed.
And GMAB.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_ temperature_T23 (#206)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperaturedata-EBB.temperaturemin is
And test.temperature_data-EBB.temperaturemax is
Then test_result temperature.T23
is confirmed.
And EBB.temperature is set to "suitable"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

Rule test_result temperature T24 2 (#207)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-EBB.temperature_max is

Then test_result_temperature.T24
is confirmed.
And EBB.temperature is set to "not available"

greater than 0.0

Rule test result temperatureT24 1 (#208)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.temperature_data-EBB.temperature min is less than 0.0

Then test_result_temperature.T24
is confirmed.
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And EBB.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result temperature_T25 (#209)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-LBB.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperature data-LBB.temperaturemax is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature. T25
is confirmed.
And LBB.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result temperatureT26_2 (#210)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature data-LBB.temperature_max is greater than 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature.T26
is confirmed.
And LBB.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result temperatureT26 1 (#211)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-LBB.temperaturemin is less than 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature.T26
Is confirmed.
And LBB.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test result temperature T3 (#212)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-GMAW.temperature_min is
And test.temperaturedata-GMAW.temperaturemax is
Then testresult_temperature. T3
is confirmed.
And GMAW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule testresulttemperatureT4_2 (#213)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-GMAW.temperature_max is

Then testresulttemperature.T4
is confirmed.
And GMAW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test result temperature T4 1 (#214)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-GMAW. temperature min is

Then test_result temperature.T4

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

less than 0.0
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is confirmed.
And GMAW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result_ temperatureT5 (#215)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-PAW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperaturedata-PAW.temperature_max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature.T5
is confirmed.

And PAW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result temperature T6 2 (#216)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-PAW.temperaturemax is greater than 0.0
Then test_resulttemperature.T6
is confirmed.
And PAW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result temperature T6 1 (#217)
If
Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperature_data-PAW.temperature_min is less than 0.0

Then testresult_temperature.T6
is confirmed.
And PAW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test result temperature_T7 (#218)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temperature_data-LBW.temperature_min is
And test.temperaturedata-LBW.temperature_max is
Then testresulttemperature.T7
is confirmed.
And LBW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule testresult temperature T8 2 (#219)

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:

And test.temperature_data-LBW.temperature_max is
Then test_resulttemperature.T8
is confirmed.

And LBW.temperature is set to "not available"

greater than or equal to 0.0

less than or equal to 0.0

greater than 0.0

Rule test result temperature T8 1 (#220)
,f

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK;
And test.temDerature data-LBW.temperature min is less than 0.0
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Then testresult temperature.T8
is confirmed.
And LBW.temperature is set to "not available"

Rule test_result temperature T9 (#221)
If

Retrieve "temperature.slk" @TYPE=SYLK:
And test.temperaturedata-EBW.temperature_min is greater than or equal to 0.0
And test.temperaturedata-EBW.temperature max is less than or equal to 0.0
Then test_result_temperature.T9
is confirmed.

And EBW.temperature is set to "suitable"

Rule testresultthickness 1 (#222)
If

test.thickness_data is less than or equal to 4.0
Then test result thickness.Tl
is confirmed.
And GTAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And PAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And LBW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And EBW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And RW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And FW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And SW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And TW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.thickness is set to "suitable"
And EBB.thickness is set to "suitable"
And LBB.thickness is set to "suitable"

Rule rest result thickness 2 (#223)
If
test.thickness data is greater than 4.0
And test.thickness data is less than or equal to 10.0
Then test result thickness.T2

is confirmed.
And GTAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And PAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And LBW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And EBW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And RW.thickness is set to "not available"
And FW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And SW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And TW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.thickness is set to "not available"
And GMAB.thickness is set to "not available"
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And EBB.thickness is set to "not available"
And LBB.thickness is set to "not available"

Rule test result thickness 3 (#224)
If

test.thickness_data is greater than 10.0
Then test result thickness.T3

is confirmed.
And GTAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And PAW.thickness is set to "not available"
And LBW.thickness is set to "not available"
And EBW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And RW.thickness is set to "not available"
And FW.thickness is set to "suitable"
And SW.thickness is set to "not available"

And TW.thickness is set to "not available"
And GTAB.thickness is set to "notavailable"
And GMAB.thickness is set to "notavailable"
And EBB.thickness is set to "not available"

And LBB.thickness is set to "not available"

Rule test resultweld type_F1 (#225)
If

test. joint type is "LAP","CORNER", "T"

And test.weld type is "F"

Then test_result_weld type.F1
is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And PAW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And LBW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And EBW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And RW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And FW.weld type is set to "suitable"
And SW.weld_type is set to "suitable"

And TW.weidtype is set to "suitable"

And GTAB.weld type is set to "suitable"

And GMAB.weld type is set to "suitable"

And EBB.weld type is set to "suitable"

And LBB.weld_type is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result weld typeF2 (#226)
if

test. joint_type is "BUTT","EDGE"

And test.weld type is "F"

Then test_result_weld_type.F2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "not available"
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And GMAW.weldtype is set to "notavailable"

And PAW.weldtype is set to "notavailable"
And LBW.weldtype is set to "notavailable"
And EBW.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And RW.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And FW.weld_type is set to "notavailable"
And SW.weld_type is set to "not_available"

And TW.weld_type is set to "not available"
And GTAB.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And GMAB.weldtype is set to "not_available"
And EBB.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And LBB.weld type is set to "not available"

Rule test_result weld type_G1 (#227)
If

test.joint type is "BUTT","CORNER","T", "EDGE"
And test.weldtype is "G"

Then testresult_weld_type.G1
is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And GMAW.weldtype is set to "suitable"
And PAW.weldtype is set to "suitable"

And LBW.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And EBW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And RW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And FW.weld_type is set to "suitable"

And SW.weid_type is set to "suitable"
And TW.weid_type is set to "suitable"

And GTAB.weld type is set to "suitable"

And GMAB.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And EBB.weid type is set to "suitable"

And LBB.weld_type is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result weld type_G2 (#228)
If
test.joint_type is "LAP"

And test.weld type is "G"

Then testresult weld type.G2

is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "not_available"

And GMAW.weld type is set to "not_available"

And PAW.weldtype is set to "not_available"

And LBW.weld type is set to "not_available"

And EBW.weld type is set to "not available"

And RW.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And FW.weidtype is set to "not_available"

And SW.weld_type is set to "not_available"

And TW.weid type is set to "not_available"
And GTAB.weld type is set to "not_available"
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And GMAB.weld type is set to "not_available"
And EBB.weld_type is set to "not_available"
And LBB.weld_type is set to "not_available"

Rule test_result weld type_I1 (#229)
if

test.joint_type is "BUTT","CORNER", "T", "EDGE"
And test.weld_type is "I"

Then test_result_weld_type. I
is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.weld type is set to "suitable"
And PAW.weld type is set to "suitable"
And LBW.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And EBW.weld type is set to "suitable"
And RW.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And FW.weldtype is set to "suitable"
And SW.weldtype is set to "suitable"
And TW.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And GTAB.weld type is set to "suitable"
And GMAB.weld type is set to "suitable"
And EBB.weld_type is set to "suitable"
And LBB.weld type is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result weld type__2 (#230)
If

test.joint_type is "LAP"
And test.weld type is "I"

Then test_result_weld type.I2
is confirmed.

And GTAW.weld type is set to "notavailable"
And GMAW.weld_type is set to "notavailable"
And PAW.weld type is set to "notavailable"
And LBW.weld type is set to "not available"
And EBW.weld type is set to "not_available"
And RW.weldtype is set to "not available"
And FW.weld type is set to "not available"
And SW.weldtype is set to "not_available"
And TW.weldtype is set to "not_available"
And GTAB.weld type is set to "not_available"
And GMAB.weld type is set to "not_available"
And EBB.weldtype is set to "not_available"
And LBB.weld type is set to "not_available"

Rule testresult weld type_S1 (#231)
If
test.joint_type is "LAP","CORNER","T", "EDGE"
And test.weld type is "S"

Then test resultweld type.Sl
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is confirmed.

And GTAW.weldtype is set to "suitable"
And GMAW.weldtype is set to "suitable"
And PAW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And LBW.weldtype is set to "suitable"

And EBW.weld_type is set to "suitable"

And RW.weld_type is set to "suitable"

And FW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And SW.weld_type is set to "suitable"

And TW.weld type is set to "suitable"

And GTAB.weldtype is set to "suitable"

And GMAB,.weld type is set to "suitable"

And EBB,weld type is set to "suitable"

And LBB..weld type is set to "suitable"

Rule test_result weld type_S2 (#232)
if

test.joi.nt_type is "BUTT"

And test.weld_type is "S"

Then testresultweldtype.S2

is confirmed.

And GTAW.weldtype is set to "not_available"

And GMAW.weld type is set to "not_available"

And PAW..weld type is set to "not available"

And LBW.weld type is set to "not available"

And EBW.weld type is set to "not available"

And RW.weld_type is set to "not_available"

And FW.weld_type is set to "notavailable"

And SW.weldtype is set to "not available"

And TW.weld type is set to "not available"

And GTAB.weld type is set to "notavailable"

And GMA.B.weid type is set to "not available"

And EBB.weld type is set to "not_available"

And LBB.weldtype is set to "notavailable"

Rule test result welding skill Expert (#233)

test.welding skill is "Expert"

Then testresult welding_skill.Expert

is confirmed.

And GTAW.welding skill is set to "Fair"

And GMAW.welding skill is set to "Fair"

And PAW.weldinga skill is set to "Fair"

And LBW.weldino skill is set to "Fair"

And EBW.weldina skill is set to "Fair"

And RW.weldina skill is set to "Well Done"

And FW.weldino skill is set to "Well Done"

And SW.weidina skill is set to "Well Done"

And TW.weldina skill is set to "Well Done"
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And GTAB.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And GMAB.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And EBB.welding skill is set to "Fair"
And LBB.welding_skill is set to "Fair"

Rule test_result welding skill Intermediate (#234)
If

test.welding_skill is "Intermediate"
Then test_result_weldingskill.Intermediate
is confirmed.
And GTAW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And GMAW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And PAW.weldingskill is set to "Difficult"
And LBW.welding skill is set to "Difficult"
And EBW.weldingskill is set to "Difficult"
And RW.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And FW.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And SW.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And TW.welding_skill is set to "Fair"
And GTAB.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And GMAB.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And EBB.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And LBB.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"

Rule test_resultwelding skill_Novice (#235)
If
test.welding_skill is "Novice"
Then testresult_welding_skill.Novice
is confirmed.
And GTAW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"

And GMAW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"

And PAW.weldingskill is set to "Difficult"
And LBW.welding skill is set to "Difficult"
And EBW.weldina skill is set to "Difficult"

And RW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And FW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And SW.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"

And TW.weiding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And GTAB.weldingskill is set to "Difficult"
And GMAB.weldingskill is set to "Difficult"

And EBB.welding_skill is set to "Difficult"
And LBB.welding _skill is set to "Difficult"

Rule Main rule 9 (#236)
If
TW.material is not "not available"
And TW.thickness is not "not available"

And TW. ioint_type is not "not available"
And TW.shape is not "not available"
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And TW.welding_skill is not "Difficult"
And TW.weld type is not "not_available"
And TW.power capacity is not "notavailable"
And TW.micro gravity is not "not available"
And TW.pressure is not "not available"
And TW.temperature is not "not available"
And TW.equipment weight is not "too heavy"
Then TW.availability
is confirmed.
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Appendix C

Numerical Data-Base
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Table C.1. Numerical Data (Temperature)

208

welding_type temperature_max temperature_min

GTAW 3000.00 100.00

GMAW 3000.00 100.00

PAW 3000.00 100.00

LBW 3000.00 100.00

EBW 3000.00 100.00

RW 3000.00 100.00

FW 3000.00 100.00

SW 3000.00 100.00

TW 3000.00 100.00

GTAB 3000.00 100.00

GMAB 3000.00 100.00

EBB 3000.00 100.00

LBB 3000.00 100.00

(K) (K)



Table C.2. Numerical Data (Equipment Weight)

welding_type equipmentweight_min

GTAW 50.00

GMAW 100.00
PAW 100.00

LBW 100.00
EBW 100.00
RW 150.00

FW 10.00

SW 10.00

TW 1.00

GTAB 50.00

GMAB 100.00

EBB 100.00

LBB 100.00

(KG)
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'Table C.3. Numerical Data (Power Capacity)

welding_type
GTAW
GMAW

PAW
LBW
EBW
RW
FW
SW
TW

GTAB
GMAB

EBB
LBB

powercapacit
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

1.00
100.00
0.10

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
(KW)

y_max power_capacity_min
2.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
0.10
2.00
0.01
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
(KW)
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Table C.4. Numerical Data (Microgravity)

weld
G
G]

I

C
G

ing_type
TAW
MAW

PAW
LBW
EBW
RW
FW

TW
;TAB
MAB
EBB
LBB

micro_gravity_max
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
(G)

micro_gravitymin
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
(G)
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Table C.5. Numerical Data (Pressure)

212

welding_type pressure_max pressure_min

GTAW 1.00E+00 2.50E-02

GMAW 1.00E+00 2.50E-02

PAW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

LBW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

EB W 2.00E-02 0.00E+00

RW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

FW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

SW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

TW 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

GTAB 1.00E+00 2.50E-02

GMAB 1.00E+00 2.50E-02

EBB 2.00E-02 0.00E+00

LBB 1.00E+00 0.00E+00

(atm) (atm)


